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                                                          Compound Newsletter 2009 – 24 pages of Fem Dom fun! 

Fem Dom Production Studio and Play Space (Pittsburgh PA - USA)   
The Compound is an internationally acclaimed excessively equipped 
private play space. We attract the best and the brightest! The studio is 
located in Pittsburgh, PA and located in a large Victorian building. The 
entire 3rd floor has been converted into a 4 room play space with very 
distinct themes. Each room is mirrored floor to ceiling and well lit for 
atmospheric effect. The jail area is truly unique; the cell is built right 
into the wall, and there is a nice size anti-chamber surrounding it. The 
industrial dungeon is the best equipped in the tri state area. There is 
an area where OWK memorabilia is displayed (plaques, trophies, 
awards, flag, coat of arms, etc) a wall mounted St Andrew's Cross 
facing a glass block window that glows violet during sunsets. There is 
a completed Victorian punishment boudoir in the studio, which 
contains many custom benches and implements by the leading 
manufacturers. A new medical room for patients with all electrical 
possibilities and a working autoclave await you. A fortune has been 
spent on devises, and the possibilities for suspensions are endless. 
There is large scale custom built bondage furniture. A multi bench, 
various machines, custom CBT chair and a one of a kind tilting 
electrified stretching cross await you. There is a very well maintained 
collection of signal whips, bullwhips, and single tail whips, with enough 
space to practice and throw them accurately. The playrooms have an 
energy vortex that must be felt to be believed. It is easy to get a scene 
high in these rooms. The 1st and 2nd floors of the Compound contain 
the Offices of MIB Productions.  
For travels in 2009, go to BossDVD.Com.  
The focus on the member’s area of DomBoss.Com is downloadable 
media. There are web movies of various lengths - some from films and 
others made exclusively for the site. MIB shoots in High Definition. 
Photography is high resolution. There are sexy rubber outfits to be 
seen in bright colors and Ladies from all over the world wearing them. 
Many fetishes are explored. New message board – 

FemDomScene.Com. New websites – MIB-Productions.Com, BossVideos.Com, BossVOD.Com, BossAEBN.Com, 
Clips4sale.com/studio/5548. New releases are always listed at DomBoss.Com/new.htm and BossDVD.Com/dvds.html. 
DomBoss.Com continues to expand with thousands of online video clips, as well as DVD sales for members and up to date 
information about the Compound.  
 

Order DVDs securely online at Shop.DomBoss.Com (secure server - no www in url!)  
 

To contact MIB Productions 
pittsburghboss@gmail.com     

DVD Order line (voicemail) 412 362 6883. Leave complete information about the titles you want, your name, mailing 
address, phone number, valid major CC, expiration date and security code. Speak clearly and slowly and leave the 

information twice.  
By mail - MIB Productions POB 42430 Pittsburgh PA 15203 USA 

 
Best of the Boss trailers (2005 – now)! Excerpts from all of the following - Masochistic Circus, A Dogs 
Day At The North Sea, Jayne’s Sex Change, Accidental Gardener, B,P and T, Chopstix Torture and 
Domestic Servitude, Bondcon NYC, Breaking The Rules, Claiming of Orchid, Discount Whorehouse, For 
Women Only, It's Electric, Jailbait, Let It Rain, Waterboy, The Boss's Bitch, The Initiation, The Mark Of 
Amazon, Tickle Treat Smell My Feet, Extreme Electric CBT, A Hitchhikers Guide, X Marks The Spot, Your 
Appearance Is In Question, The Adventures Of Rubber Bob, Employee Blues/Sent To The Boss, Irene 
Boss Meets Lady Cheyenne/Pigboy, Irene Boss Meets Mistress Denetra, Irene Boss Meets Sabrina 
Belladonna, Morgana's Revenge, Over Her Knee, Shaved By The Boss, Taming Of Bess, Bullwhipped 
Tranny Bitch, Extreme Caning and Whipping, Extreme Lessons in Bullwhipping, Smoking Nuns, The new 
girl, Irene Boss Meets Ilsa Strix, Pantyboy, Rope Bondage , Unforgiven, Female Disciplinary Manual, 
Bullwhipped Bastard, Guess Who's Coming To Mistress?, OWK American Style, Rubber Grlz, Sexual 

Harassment, Super Concentrated Bitch, Unemployed By The Boss, Whipped By The Boss, You Don't Deserve A Break Today, 
A Visit To Dr Boss, Adventures Of Johnny Utah, and Don’t eat the candy!  
 
 
Best of the Boss Retro – excerpts from releases 1994 to 2005! 
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                                                                       ***The Compound on location*** 

Takeover in Berlin 
70 minutes! Irene enters the hotel room of this German slave in Berlin and takes charge. It's a prime example of 
hotel hell and there is a masochist at her service! Bed bondage, extreme CP, face sitting and a very lengthy 
whipping up to and beyond his limits is what transpires. She describes everything she is going to do while the 
slave stands nude in front of the camera exposing his ass. She describes what she did to the slave the night 
before, and how she needs to "even out" her canvas, and she brought all the right tools to do it. She proceeds to 
wrap him in saran wrap very tightly. Excellent views of Irene's strong muscular legs and firm rubber encased ass. 

She then begins covering the saran wrap with duct tape for an extremely tight fitting bondage cocoon. It is very hard for the 
slave to stand still while this is happening because he is so tall. She is a small woman so the difference between them is very 
interesting in this power exchange. Once he is completely bondaged, she admires her work and instructs him to wiggle over to 
the bed while she giggles. "What's wrong?" She asks - "Do you have a fear of falling?" You certainly don't have a fear of flying! 
Get on the bed!" "Yes Mistress" he mumbles. She proceeds getting him onto the bed by knocking him over. She continues 
applying tape. She then sits on his head. He begins to get very excited and she is worried he is going to hyperventilate so she 
instructs him to slow his breathing down. The excited slave must be made calm before she can continue his scene. He is 
bondaged much tighter than ever before so he is panicking. She starts warming him up with a good old fashioned hand 
spanking on the bed. Then she starts breaking out the different implements she has brought to warm him up for his whipping. 
She stands up to paddle him with more force. She watches the slave feet to determine what he is experiencing since he is able 
to wiggle them and they are the only thing that is not bound. She starts paddling him harder and changes the rhythm frequently 
so he cannot anticipate. She suggests that he be made to assume this position on her table at the trade show her company is 
currently attending, so any woman can come by and take out their aggression on his posterior. It has also been one of Irene's 
fantasies to ship a slave in a box. She begins to laugh and gets out the convent strap and then a double flogging. The flogging 
is intense. She moves back to the straps. The slave begins to squirm and make some noise. Finally! She likes the fact that the 
slave is finally responding to the corporal and gets wound up increasing the pace! "Quit wiggling around so much. I'll teach you!" 
Irene applies rope bondage over the tape and the slave is forced to stay still while she continues her onslaught. She ends this 
sequence by forcing him to sniff her sweaty pantyhose crotch. He is in endorphin heaven and is very still now. She wore these 
pantyhose for several days, and after wearing a rubber dress for a few hours it is assured that the pantyhose are quite fragrant. 
He recovers quickly and she informs him that it is now time for the riding crops and another double flogging. This prepares the 
slave for a caning with the "white lightening" a cast polyurethane favorite. What is all of this leading up to? Isn't this slave going 
to be whipped? It appears that the slave must be patient. She picks up her dragon cane and the slave becomes very fearful. He 
is forced to take a few strokes with the dragon cane (referred to often by Irene as a golden rod). The slaves "ass composition" 
must be balanced on each cheek. He is struggling mightily so She gives him some verbal instruction and encouragement to 
take it like a man. She then sits on his head, squeezing it between her thighs so he can have some vertical caning, with a much 
longer rattan implement. The slave is caned until she is satisfied and then is forced to sniff her pantyhose crotch and ass. A 
raunchy pantyhose treat while she laughs right at the camera. She does some close-ups of the slaves poor damaged behind 
and then gives him a nice soothing flogging with a heavy leather implement. It is finally time for the whipping, and the slave is 
tied in a standing rope body harness looking out the window of the hotel into the courtyard. She breaks out her signal whip and 
begins practicing her aim on the slave with a side throw and then moves around the room until she is satisfied with her stance. 
She begins his whipping with light taps to his posterior. She increases the intensity. She teases placing her ass in front of the 
camera. She does some close-ups of the slave's whipped ass, commenting on their afternoon date. Who needs a boring vanilla 
date? This is much more fun! It's still not enough to satisfy Irene and the whipping must continue until she is happy. She lays it 
on thick. She doesn't care that he is suffering. In fact it excites her to no end. He is whipped and then caned. She then places 
him in bondage on the bed and face sits him while she fine tunes his nipples. She pans over his helplessness showing the 
bullwhip marks he had received the day previously on the front of his body. He is forced to kiss her superior ass at the end. 

 
Mastering the Macho Masochist 
Irene Boss and Mistress Shane Traveling with a slave through Europe is difficult, and Irene decides to 
stop over for a visit at Mistress Shane's Studio Heaven in Belgium. Slave dave super masochist needs 
a good working over and there is nothing in this world like the sadistic energies of two Dominant 
Ladies! In an Equestrienne mood the Ladies decide on jodhpurs and thigh high boots in leather for 
Mistress Shane and rubber for Irene Boss. Macho slave is placed over the sturdy whipping bench in 

the upstairs dungeon. The Ladies make a sport of cropping and whipping clothespins off his ass. Upon the standing cross, the 
slave is forced to worship Female armpits as a reward for enduring cbt with weights, nipple torments with piercing, ball kicking 
and cock caning. Lastly, the slave earns foot, boot and butt worship. He undresses the Ladies of their boots and sniffs white 
sweaty socks and sucks sweaty feet clean. He kisses and licks the rubber and leather thigh high boots to perfection. Irene 
shaves his hairy man ass while he worships Mistress Shane's boots. Ah - all is well again and back to normal!   
Beach House Bonanza part 1 (Florida) 

An abomination of domination! Starring Irene Boss, Goddess Claudia and assland tom. Introducing the first time 
appearances of Madame Nadine and Lady Jillian from the Cock Mommie series. Filmed on location in Florida. 
Find out what happened at MIB Production's famous annual beach house retreat! Strict Female Supremacy. We 
begin with Goddess Claudia and Irene Boss ravaging a male slave in the bedroom who is wearing a spectacular 
rubber hood. Big dick gagging strap on training! Irene shaves his ass. He is harnessed in suspension for forced 
strap on blow jobs, electric plug insertion and spitting. The slave is bent over the dinner table Linda Lovelace 
style for a DP by the two Ladies. Scene two - Madame Nadine and Lady Jillian place the slave on the metal St. 
Andrew's cross in a humiliating jock strap mask. Lady Jillian dances and teases while Madame Nadine 

humiliates him. The Ladies engage in CBT, nipple torture, and strap on sucking. The slave is forced to worship creamy food off 
their shoes and boots for his supper. Special thank you to Midnight-blues.com for the jock strap gag, and a major special thank 
you to Goddess Claudia and Dom for use of the beach house.  
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Beach House Bonanza part 2 (Florida) 

 An abomination of domination! Starring Irene Boss, Goddess Claudia, Madame Nadine and Lady Jillian (from 
the Cock Mommie), assland tom, heelslut and slave dave. Filmed on location in Florida during MIB Production's 
famous annual beach house retreat! Strict Female Supremacy. 4 Doms on 3 subs - the men are outnumbered 
during 3 simultaneous scenes presented in play party style! Here is what goes on...Hooded suspension in the 
Tetruss system with electric cbt and clothespins, hooded bondage on the St. Andrews Cross with heavy nipple 
play, hooded strap on sucking with strap on humiliation, foot worship, lots of corporal, a spectacular bullwhipping 
scene and extreme verbal humiliation.  
 

 
 Punished In Paradise (Jamaica) 
Irene Boss and Madame Sarka gang up on gimpy at the annual Kink in the Caribbean in Jamaica!  
 
Flogging, whipping, St. Andrew's Cross, caning, and sweat shower humiliation. 
 
 

Reprogramming at Residenz Avalon (Berlin Germany) The reprogramming of a slave can only happen if an 
extreme measure is taken to reduce the ego, and that's exactly what Irene Boss does while She travels with 
Her slave throughout Europe. The slave's grooming rituals have been throwing off the company schedule each 
day, so She decides to remove the problem - his hair. He is interrogated about his slave status in the large 
subterranean rooms of the Residenz Avalon in Berlin Germany. Remarkable scenes include suspension in a 
steel ball, caging, whipping, strict corporal punishment, and jail cell time. He is straight jacketed and also 
corrected on the CBT Cross. Great sound too, as you get to listen to Irene strut Her stuff throughout the 
bunkers. Bonus footage of the slave's service to Irene in public from the Hotel Estrel to the WIWA booth at the 
Venus fair in Berlin. The slave is placed in a latex vacuum bed and shorn in public as well and a public 
whipping scene.  

  
Good Vibrations (Belgium) Irene visits Mistress Shane. Both Ladies are examining the creature known as 
Gladys. Irene asks Mistress Shane why she enjoys punishing this particular slave, and Shane responds it's 
because Gladys has "a greedy pussy". Gladys is tied to a pillory in rope bondage with one leg up for cropping, 
teasing, cbt and chest flogging. Gladys cummes while being flogged. Gladys is restrained face up on the black 
leather bondage table for nipple torture and chest flogging. He receives a good fingering. The spanking bench 
is demonstrated. A tandem bare handed warm up spanking is followed by a paddling, good hard whipping, 
caning, and strapping with a spiked implement. Gladys is filled with a vibrating egg and left alone to squirm 
and shudder, orgasming anally. 

 
Hotel Hell (Oregon) “He thought he was gonna get some sex...but I had other things in mind". Extreme 
mummification bondage and tickling of a male's feet who is wearing pantyhose while wrapped in duct tape. 
Irene reveals his cock and connects herself with a violet wand. She sits on him and tickle tortures his cock 
with her electric fingers! He is gagged. She uses the violet wand! She attaches electrical bands around the 
shaft and turns up the juice. She cuts holes in the duct tape to reveal his nipples, attaches nipple clamps, 
brings out nipple towers for a stretching and adds electricity! Irene pumps his gag and tickles his feet. She 
prepares his cock for branding, and attaches the piercing calipers to his gag.  
 

 
Terror in Tokyo (Tokyo Japan) There is punishment for making a Mistress wait by the phone! If you like heavy 
CP, then this is definitely for you! I cannot believe how much I got off on terrorizing this slave for a week. I was 
wet to my knees. Extreme CP, whipping, suspension, electric CBT (sparklers and flexible electro bands) electric 
dildo, predicament bondage, slave hoods, slave corsetry, chopsticks on the cock (rubber band torment) 
inflatable gags, slave crying for mercy, and cock whipping. I really made him EARN the privilege of drinking a 
bottle of Opus 1 with me. Great electric CBT closeups!  
 
 

Caned, whipped, kicked and fucked! (Lady Cheyenne's studio Providence RI) slave Chris is attached face down to the 
leaning St. Andrew's Cross in the center of Lady Cheyenne's dungeon. He is taking a caning while in nipple 
play predicament bondage; his nipple clamps are attached to the cross, and every time he moves from the 
caning he gives himself a nice painful sensation. He is placed in predicament cbt ball bondage by Irene and 
Cheyenne uses the lash on him. He takes the cane one more time, and then Irene begins to discipline him 
with her signal whip. A branding is discussed. Then Irene begins using her bullwhip. The slave is inspected 
and more bullwhipping occurs. He is then moved to a kneeling suspension position, with his arms overhead. 
The slave is made to "present "his balls to the two Mistresses from kicking. He is moved to the large bondage 
frame for strap on play. He sucks Cheyenne's cock while Irene scolds and spanks him. He is reprimanded 
about his unkempt asshole manners. Irene spanks him, leaves him plugged, and watches him as he continues 

to suck Cheyenne's big black cock. 
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The accidental gardener (Mistress Shane’s studio in Belgium) Scene 1: Irene Boss is visiting Mistress Shane in Antwerp 

Belgium. They are sitting in the courtyard outside Shane’s studio on a lovely October evening making 
conversation. They look divine and you have just entered heaven. Suddenly, they notice that the gardener has 
done a very poor job maintaining the grounds. Irene and Shane make a ‘tree’ out the gardener by commanding 
him to hold branches between his legs and arms. Then the ladies punish the tree with their whips! The slave is 
then left to stand in the courtyard all night long bearing the marks from the implements.  Scene 2: On the 
second floor of Mistress Shane’s new modern dungeon (one of the loveliest play spaces on earth) the gardener 
is restrained to a St. Andrew’s cross for weighted CBT, and genitorture. Clothespins are whipped from his 
body. The ladies stretch and grab his cock and balls frequently. Scene 3: The gardener is restrained over a 

large spanking bench for tandem heavy paddling, flogging, dual caning, ass cropping, and single tail whipping. 4: Bonus - Watch 
Mistress Shane and Irene murder a pumpkin, eggs, and tomatoes, while they talk about you. All the bad qualities about slaves 
are discussed as they take out their aggressions in a positive way on food. This was filmed for fans of crush fetish, giantess, 
strong legs and verbal humiliation.  
The Mark of Amazon (West Virginia) Goddess Amazon from the Other World Kingdom (Holland) arrives with Her two toys and 

feels like playing outdoors. Irene has access to some land, so the whole crew packs off to the 
countryside for a few days. There is canine and equestrian training, whipping, flogging, suspension, and 
caning. Back at the Compound, slave brynn must serve as a demonstration tool while Boss tries out her 
new electric butterfly board. slave alpha does some serious time in the sit sling undergoing piercing, 
electro play and intense tickling. The wrap up involves a remarkable branding scene where slave alpha 

declares his eternal love for his Mistress by agreeing to wear her mark for life. 
A dog's day at the North Sea (North Sea Germany) MIB Productions (BossDVD.Com) traveled all the way to 
the North Sea! Irene is building sandcastles near the ocean in an electric blue latex cat suit, while “alpha dog” is 
playing fetch with his owner Sublime Lady Amazon of OWK (Holland). Lady Amazon is attired as a strict military 
Guardess and makes her dog run into the cold water to retrieve his toys. He gets playful and decides to run 
through Irene’s sand castle, tries to dunk her, and buries her shoes! It is obvious that alpha dog mush be 
punished for this behavior, so the Ladies drive him to a private dungeon. There he is caged and prodded. He is 
gagged and placed in suspension bondage to be whipped, flogged and cropped.  He is placed in upright 

suspension (in a mask), wrapped in cellophane with thorny roses and Irene whips the heads off the flowers.  
 
Inside the masochistic circus (Mistress Shane’s studio in Belgium) Mistress Shane’s slave Kermit is bound and determined to 

put on a show! We begin our journey with him standing in an archway outside in the courtyard showing off for 
the 2 Mistresses. You will not believe how many weights he can swing from his numerous genital piercing. 
Kermit wears a red lingerie set, chrome collar, and high heels while he is spread in the archway. His nipples are 
tortured severely. He is cropped and caned on his lower stomach and cock. He is tortured with a pinwheel, and 
manages to have an orgasm as a result of this cruelty. Irene decides to use him as a toilet while he lies on his 
back on the cold cobblestones. He is unable to swallow Irene’s copious shower! In the dungeon, he is restrained 
with his back against the prison cell door to endure an intense genital caning. The Ladies discover that the slave 
has been hiding a large dildo in his ass. A great variety of corporal implements are used, including whips. The 

slave fucks a bundle of thorns. The grand finale sees the slave on his hands and knees, drilled by a relentless fucking machine. 
They take turns flogging him until he finally explodes in a series of combustions.  
The Adventures of Johnny Utah (Mistress Jordan’s Studio Orange County California) Irene and Cheyenne are angry. They 

flew out to Los Angeles to make a video with Bart and he has decided that he has retired because he has 
a new girlfriend! He volunteers Johnny Utah to be his stand in. Irene and Cheyenne tackle Bart and force 
him to be in the video! They turn Johnny Utah into the camera man. Bart is wrestled and stripped naked, 
restrained, beat up with boxing gloves, strapped to the spinning wheel, and taken for a ride. The Ladies 
require some refreshment, so the slave "house boy" is summoned and humiliated a few times. The 
sarcastic comments from Johnny Utah become so obnoxious that the Ladies dominate him on the pillory 

with severe bull whipping. He is caned over an inverted bondage table. Irene rips his underwear off with her teeth, and whips 
plastic clothespins off his ass. The finale features worship of fetish shoes, lovely toes and feet along with pantyhose smothering 
involving the two slaves; house boy and Johnny Utah. Johnny winds up being left alone in a cold marble coffin to atone for his 
smart ass behavior!  
It’s Electric (Louise D’s old studio in Cleveland Ohio) Watch the Boss and Louise D. rock slave Mathew's world with this 

strict journey into suspension bondage and electricity! Our naughty boy is strapped up in the air for some 
serious electro and genital torture. A voice activated electroshock system is demonstrated! Over the knee 
spanking from the two Mistresses. Louise D takes some time do demonstrate proper foot worship to this 
slave. Irene decides to have Her armpits worshipped as well. The slave is forced to suck a strap on. 
Incredible GS scene in a see through chair. The ladies then place the slave in a leather body bag to 
undergo psychological electro play. He is forced to worship Irene's rubber clad bottom.    

 
                                                          ***The West Coast Collection*** 
Gimpy gets fingered! Holy dildo training bat man and BDSM circus theatrics extraordinaire! The scene opens 
with slave gimpy in flying suspension leather bondage hog-tie and CBT weighted parachute. He is wearing a 
custom rubber vision restriction and breath play hood. While he is flying the Ladies have a good time with crops, 
canes and fingering. Irene then uses not two, but four single tail whips on him -(two in each hand). He howls at the 
moon! He demonstrates a second rubber breath control hood while being dildo trained. Irene in red rubber and 
Gemini in black mini dress. For fans of breath play, suspension and bizarre bondage! 
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Dom Con LA - Box Set - Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4! A cacophony of bizarre Fem Dom action - 14 scenes! 
Domina credits - Lady Hillary, Mistress Eve Minax, Mistress San, Mistress Anna Valentina, Mistress Ellen, 
TS Mistress Jeannine, Domina Snow, Mistress Astria, Mistress Heather, Mistress Xena, Mistress Simone, 
Mistress LunaSea, Lady Aylha, Mistress Thora Nang, Goddess Genesis. submissive credits - danny boy, 
slave monty, slave janet, Marty the Duck, Natalie, Etienne, Ariel Hope, mike, princess jenn, photodog, slave 
hovis, Wuggie, slave piggy, and cbt slave "t" 
 

Irene Boss meets Ember Burns Filmed on location at 'Ascension' in Portland Oregon. This is Mistress Ember's video debut. 
Watch the Boss bullwhip clothespins off a slave's nipples! Watch Mistress Ember administer a severe 
spanking with a heavy metal paddle. These are just a few of the hard-core D/s treats that await you in 
this bizarre extravaganza. Mistress Ember discusses why She got into the scene and what She is 
looking for in a submissive plaything. A cross dressed sissy slut and a masochistic submissive are both 
worked over with predicament bondage, double flogging, threatened forced bi, tickle torture, cbt, nipple 
play, and heavy corporal. Bullwhipping scenes take place with the slaves in stockades and mounted on 

an elevated cross.  
Irene Boss meets Sabrina Belladonna Filmed on location in Los Angeles at the studios of G- Force. Boss and Belladonna 

light up the cigars and dominate 2 submissive male creatures in this journey into hell. slave black cat gets way 
more than he bargained for when the Mistresses decide to use him as a scale, chair, cushion, ashtray, and 
eventually train him as a domestic house cat! Big time cigar smoking fetishes! The cameraman 'workhorse' is 
drug into the shoot and gets used and trampled as well. Bondage, cbt, humiliation, vaudevillian humor, evil 
laughter, smoking, 'big top' whip cracking, and foot fetish are among the D/s delicacies. A smothering scene by 
Irene, and Sabrina tramples and scratches the slave with Her long lacquered toenails. Irene wears a skin tight 

black buckskin mini dress with keyhole cutout. Sabrina Belladonna wears sexy tight shiny black patent mini dress and matching 
thigh high fetish boots. Exotic makeup! 
Irene Boss meets Ilsa Strix Filmed on location in Los Angeles at the studios of G- Force. Boss and Ilsa take on submissive 

Marnie to have 'conversations about art', and the body as sculpture. Ilsa and Boss pontificate about what 
turns them on creatively. Marnie is put to view nude on a Roman pillar, and then given an excruciating 
workout with tit torture, double flogging, intense genitorture, verbal admonishment, praise, and strap on in 
this sexy Girl/girl romp. Marnie is placed in very interesting bondage positions.  
 
Whipped by the Boss See bart being his typical uppity sassy self, and see Boss make the necessary 
attitude adjustments! Upside down suspension, spanking, double flogging, single tail whips of many lengths, 
and verbal admonishment for bart! A spinning bondage wheel, and padded spanking bench feature 
prominently in conjunction with nipple play, CBT, and clothespin cropping.  
 
Boss in Hollywood Shot on location in the Hollywood Hills during a web cam broadcast in February 2000. 
Truly a collector’s item! Guardess/prisoner role-play - Irene in black latex catsuit and military coat with 12" 
heeled boots. prisoner in black t-back, prisoners coat, military hat, and leather bondage mitts. The prisoner 
is a sassy brat who likes to talk back! St. Andrews Cross, Padded Horse, Upside down suspension, violet 
wand, cbt, rope bondage, caning, flogging, strapping, single tail whips, and paddles. Lots of verbal. Very 
severe discipline! Realistic action, no script, just genuine uncut footage.  
 

***Domestic discipline, spanking and corporal role play*** 
Caning The Runaway 
SEVERE FEMDOM LIFESTYLE SLAVE PUNISHMENT. 
Against her better judgment Irene decides to let a runaway house slave return to the Compound. She is getting 
ready for a trip to France for Venus Fair and needs someone to superintend the large building in Her absence. 
The slave ran away for ridiculous reasons and now must be punished to atone for his sins. He had been doing all 
sorts of negative things against Irene that She has found out about, and the only way the slave is going to learn is 
if he is punished. A total of 10 canes are used as well as a birch, lady spanker, evening star, razor strop, and 

Irene's bare hand. He is fastened securely over the punishment box (a New West Leda design). His sentence is 1000 cane 
strokes but Irene gives him a reprieve at 600 due to skin loss. He is forced to clean up the canes at the end. Interestingly, the 
slave's behavior worsened a year later and he was completely dismissed from service at the Compound. Real lifestyle 
punishment of an errant house slave. Extremely severe. Irene in beige silk shirt, skin tight jodhpurs and riding boots with a big 
thick belt just like dad used to wear! 
 

The Fetish Interrogation Starring the gorgeous Domina Danielle. Danielle rented slave dave from the 
Compoud for a weekend of fetish fun and stage shows in another country. She needed someone who could 
perform and take a lot of heavy corporal and cbt, and Dave seemed to fit the bill...except there was the 
question of his appearance. Dave arrived in jeans, a doo rag, and manly combat boots. This angers Domina 
Danielle greatly because she wanted a suave submissive traveling companion! Dave must be punished. They 
are staying in, and the whole thing will be filmed! Split screen views. Dave is stripped naked except for his 

manly combat boots and Danielle pulls out all the stops. Danielle in custom latex, opera length red rubber gloves, and red 
leather thigh high stiletto boots. Watch him go into suspension and find out the rest! 
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The Spanish Inquisition Presenting the gorgeous Domina Danielle of New York City! Transsexual slave is 
shown how to display proper female feminine wiles in this Female Domination session. Spitting, caning, towel 
snapping, verbal admonishment, forced feminine transformation, and makeup application. Irene Boss has to 
verbally correct the sullen smart ass sassy bitch too from behind the camera! 
 
   The Porsche Principle! Irene Boss has decided to send slave Dave to Porsche Lynn for discipline! Irene felt it 

was time for macho slave to receive a proper feminization. He is forced into girdle, stocking, high heel shoes 
and blond bob wig. He looks simply atrocious as a female! He is placed in the caning stockade for a 
barehanded spanking and is then corrected with leather paddles, straps and canes. He is given a good solid 
single tailing and then performs foot worship. He is placed in near suspension in the cbt pillory for nipple 
torture, cock whipping and flogging. Mistress Porsche finishes with a single tailing. He is teased throughout be 
her sensuous shiny pantyhose covered legs! Don't miss this new video starring this legendary Mistress! 
  

Executrix Punishments! Mistress Shane and Irene Boss say "We Boss, you slave-secretary!" Witness the 
negotiation this executive had to go through in order to keep his job with the company! CBT and Corporal 
(spanking, caning, strapping, cropping) and nipple play. These 2 sexy Female Bosses strut their stuff around the 
room in knee length skirts and elbow length silk shirts with heels and hose. It's domestic and yes it's oh so 
wrong. Listen to him yell when Irene starts throwing her whip (signal whipping). Don't step out of line at the office 
because punishment is swift. 
 

 
Goddess Claudia and the Hee Haw bitch (double feature) Strict discipline in the Compound's OWK room. Filmed by Boss 
and slave girl whisper. Watch Goddess Claudia give former Compound houseboy little johnny proper discipline for being late to 

his session. She had planned a sensuous session, but Johnny had disrespected her time. There is a lot of 
spanking and paddling in this video, as well as intense boot worship. Claudia wears gorgeous custom made 
corset and thigh high leather boots. There is a lot of humor! Find out the rest of the story! Excellent camera 
angles. Film 2 - Boot Camp 2 slaves compete in a contest of hairbrush spanking to see who earns the right to 
worship Irene’s boots! One slave shows up early and gets a good slap across the face! Spanking, caning, and 
bondage. The special caning stockade and spanking bench are used. Boss in supple skintight black leather 
pants boots and bra. Takes place in lobby and schoolroom.   

 
Domestic Discipline Special! (double feature) Film one - Punished houseboy Find out what happens when 
chores aren’t finished! Role play - Severe corporal discipline, with many implements - Spanking horse, tawse, 
razor straps, rulers, and custom made paddles, corner time and verbal. The spanking horse is put to use after a 
good OTK warm up. Boss wears a white satin strapless corset with a black slit skirt and sensible shoes. Film 2 - 
Sissy for Morgana Strict school room fantasy! Mistress Morgana gives sherri an important lesson in corporal. 
Cross dressed sherri is disciplined with the paddles and cane over the punishment box and horse.  

 
Chop sticks torture and domestic servitude. This production flips back and forth between dungeon play and domestic 

servitude. It speaks of the difference between play sessions and real service. Two slaves are chosen as 
demonstration tools to highlight this educational endeavor. Dungeon Play: Irene invites her friend (the devious 
disciplinarian) Louise D. over to share some techniques in the use of kitchen appliances as dungeon tools. Slave 
Dave is restrained on the pillory. The Ladies work him over with the tawse, slappers and whips. Louise makes a 
mixture of salt and water for his wounds, and sprays rubbing alcohol on his raw ass cheeks. He is turned on the 
pillory for chop sticks torture on his nipples and genitals and cbt. In the kitchen of the Compound Irene and 
Louise are enjoying tea. Dingdong diddles about in his rubber maid's outfit while the Ladies discuss proper 

houseboy protocol. Louise decides to bend Dingdong over the kitchen table for a caning due to an infraction. Then Irene gives 
him 10 of the best. Dingdong is fitted with a remote controlled electric ball shocker and he is corrected frequently while cleaning 
out the oven. Lots of shoe dangling while the Ladies scold. Dingdong receives an OTK spanking.  

 
Employee Blues / Sent to the Boss (Double feature) Film 1 - Find out what happens when Irene leaves her 
58 year old houseboy alone with the new 19 year old intern. He tries to get over but Missy prevails in controlling 
him. OTK hand and hairbrush spanking, face slapping, servitude, humiliation and foot worship. Very verbal. Film 
2 - Sent to the Boss Smoking is a filthy disgusting habit and you will be punished! Lady Victoria and Mistress Kat 
find a naughty student smoking in the schoolroom, so they decide to send him to the Boss. They push him 
violently to the floor and shackle in the schoolroom with metal ankle and wrist cuffs, and march him down the 
stairs into the off-limits office. Boss makes him eat a cigarette and spanks him soundly. All the Ladies take turns. 

Extreme face slapping scene. Reform school style discipline. Punishment lines, paddling, spanking - many implements.  
 

Unemployed by the Boss The Compound employees have been very competitive with each other lately, 
and causing friction. This problem is frequently a disciplinary issue. Spanking, caning, paddling, verbal 
admonishment, and atonement from the employees.  
"Goddess Claudia and the Hee Haw bitch" Strict discipline in the OWK room. Goddess Claudia gives former 
Compound houseboy little johnny proper discipline for being late. She had planned a sensuous session, but 

Johnny had disrespected her time. Spanking, paddling and boot worship.  
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Over Her Knee This young man was so naughty, Boss had to step in occasionally from behind the camera and 
kick him in the ass and apply the cane! A new spanking video. Mistresses (Morgana and Anastasia) in long 
skirts disciplining naughty charge OTK with different implements (paddles, hairbrush) and bare hands. Panty 
training is forced upon him, as his male underpants were substandard upon investigation by the two Mistresses. 
Punishment lines are given as an assignment, and he even manages to bungle it, which sends Mistress 
Morgana in a verbal assault. The positioning of his fanny over the spanking horse makes it incredibly easy for 
the Ladies to give him everything he deserves, including a stern caning. The charge is a sassy brat who likes to 

talk back, but does get his punishment and is thankful afterwards.  
 
Morgana's Revenge A couple visits the Boss and Anastasia for guidance in their D/s relationship. The husband had become 

lazy, rude, and disrespectful to the young wife. Irene Boss notices immediately, and asks the wife to give a 
demonstration of how she spanks with a hairbrush. Irene and Anastasia tag teem him for a very thorough over 
the knee experience. He is taught to fear the whip, while his wife tortures his cock with a remote controlled 
shocking devise and cruelly twists his aching nipples. He is marched upstairs to the Gothic Dungeon, where he 
is placed into a stockade for more spanking, tickling, electroshock, cbt, and nipple torment. His 'oddesy' ends 
strapped over the punishment box; fearing the the three women, who verbally admonish him. 

 
Your appearance is in question Three scenes! Scene 1: ‘Office boy’ Dave is being scolded about his 
appearance by CEO Irene Boss. His appearance is substandard and an embarrassment to the Boss. He is 
forced to indulge in a humiliating foot worship scene with creative verbal onslaught. He is restrained over the 
punishment box for intense paddling, caning, and strapping (razor strap and tawse). Many different canes are 
used upon him, including the white lightening, nasty bastard, and carbonite (indestructible) implements. Irene 
finishes with a steel martinet. He must either shape up, or it’s a head shaving for him on the auction block next 
summer at the OWK! He is given a timeline to make the corporate changes. Scene 2: Enter Mistress Gemini, 
Irene’s British friend visiting from LA. The following scene opens in the Compound’s Gothic dungeon: Both 

Ladies in rubber. Irene is in a pewter cat suit with fetish boots, and Gemini in a shiny black one piece, short red rubber skirt, 
black corset, garters, clear rubber stockings and red knee high boots. Dave is restrained on the OBGYN table in the smother 
box with a giant funnel gag and must endure one of Irene’s voluminous showers. Gemini uses him next. He is completely 
unable to swallow the enormous amount and gags. It is time for Dave’s ‘medical treatment’. He is placed in a stainless steel 
chastity devise and gagged to prevent any erections and noise. The Ladies warm his nipples up with piercing suspension. They 
play a voice activated electroshock CBT game with him! Many electrical boxes are demonstrated. Irene painted Dave’s toenails 
since he refused to keep them trim. Scene 3: The Ladies are seated on a small couch with Dave kneeling, questioning his 
appearance. Birching and face slapping. Dave strips and removes his jewelry upon command. He is humiliated with an 
embarrassing hairstyle, sheer black panties, and then restrained over the punishment box for tandem paddling, strapping, and 
the tawse. The Ladies are wearing girdles, hose and heels. They move Dave to the caning stockade for reform school style 
discipline. His ankles and wrists are cuffed in steel and he is made to wear another steel chastity devise. The discipline is 
extreme and frequently goes over 100 with each implement. Don’t ever let your appearance be called into question! 
 
Irene Boss 1 and 2 (double feature) Presenting the first two videos ever made by the Compound - now available as a 

compilation. Errant husband gets caught watching the game without doing chores! OTK spanking with hand and 
hairbrush, caning, verbal and cross dressing. Ends with naughty house husband cleaning the house. Ms. Boss 
wears the pants in this video, with a white satin sports bra and sensible ankle boots. Takes place in the personal 
living quarters. Role play - OTK spanking with hand and hairbrush, caning, belt, bondage, smoking, and 
crossdressing. Sexy smoking scenes.  

 
Private Sessions Spanking Irene in various lingerie and marabou slippers giving extremely hard over the 
knee spankings and hair brushings to a New West/Leda devotee. The Boss prevails in disciplining him! Intense 
foot worship with Boss in many sexy slipper styles! All action takes place in the schoolroom. Not scripted, just 
real action. 
 

Katattack Compound houseboy little johnny gets his comeuppance again, when he sasses the Kat. She 
suspends him in the interrogation chamber in frillies and ballet boots, verbally admonishing him throughout. 
Lots of nipple play, corporal, cbt, and teasing. he is then taken into the schoolroom and bent over for 
additional discipline!  

  
 

Let’s be girls together!  Houseboy gets caught sneaking through the underwear drawer, so Ms. Irene Boss 
decides he should be forced to go all the way with it! Role play - Complete forced feminine transformation and 
male maid training. Takes place in the Schoolroom at the Compound, and in Irene Boss’s personal living 
quarters.  

  
Panty Boy Louise D., Mistress Anastasia and The Boss discipline an errant male for surfing the net and 
masturbating. Smoking fetish - cigars. Dominas wear full leather in the interrogation room while the slave dances 
for Them in a pink t-back. Brutal caning/kicking/bullwhipping sequence as well. If you liked "Sent to The BOSS", 
then you will love this 3 against 1 extravaganza! The power these 3 Ladies have over this slave is amazing. 
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                                                                            ***Specialty / Fetishes / Tickling*** 

The Ring, The Vase, The Hand 
Very sexy, very special and very personal predicament hand bondage. (A short custom video) Madame Nadine 
forces various decorative rings on her fingers, and struggles to remove them one by one. She then finds herself 
compelled to squeeze her lovely hand into several glass vases that have too small of an opening for a 
comfortable fit. Realizing her hand is captured by the narrow necked ornaments, she attempts an escape, but 
with much difficulty. Finally she gives in to her obsession and embraces her fetish fully. For the discriminating 
self bondage and hand fetishist. Over 20 minutes. 

The Twisted Sisters BDSM From the film vaults of MIB Productions - Look what we found! Lady Cheyenne 
and Lady Sage as "nuns who care", and holy sacrilege! The poor alter boy is strap on trained after sitting in 
their laps. It's just so wrong. First time strap on web film with Lady Cheyenne and Lady Sage while the alter 
boy masturbates. Own it! 13 minutes. (This short film is only $19.95 – so order it!) 
 
Shaved by the Boss Full head shaving! Even his clothes get some treatment with the shears. Witness slave 
ramona's defeat on the porch of The Compound in broad daylight. His clothing is torn off to reveal a corset and 
stockings. He is then taken upstairs and tied to the barbers chair and shorn and shaved. Forced femmed, he is 
marched up the stairs for light discipline in the corset stockade in the school room and used as a toilet in the 
new potty chair. Lots of bondage and ballet boots. For the cross-dressing and humiliation enthusiast.   

 
Strictly CBT - The Pantyhose Prisoner The Pantyhose prisoner is made to wait on the porch of the Compound in broad 

daylight wearing a gas mask while Dom Lady X and Irene finish getting ready. He is commanded to enter the 
building, strip, and don a pair of pantyhose. He is placed in a metal chastity devise, handcuffed, thumb cuffed, 
and ankle cuffed and led up the stairs to the Gothic Room where he is placed in a head harness on the 
OBGYN table and restrained with bondage straps. Dom Lady X and Irene torment him and perform 
experiments. He is connected to many different boxes for special procedures. Many new ideas for CBT! 
Electric butterfly board, electric nipple play (bi polar) and strict bondage. 
Tickle Spectacular! (double feature) Film 1 - (F/f) Starring Irene Boss, Goddess Amazon and submissive 
Nathalie. Description: Scene 1: East German Army officer Irene Boss finds out that sub slut soldier Nathalie is 
not wearing her army issue regulation underwear. She has opted for black lacy frillies from Victoria Secret 
instead! She is placed in strict bondage and tickle tortured to confess on the Compounds new OBGYN table in 
the Gothic Dungeon. She finally extracts that Nathalie has been performing sexual favors for other woman (for 
money) in order to afford the expensive luxurious underwear. Irene lets her have it with unrelenting teasing 
and denial. She is brought close to orgasm many times, but not allowed to go over the edge. This becomes 
real torture for her. She is tied in many bondage positions. Hogties, gags, thigh to wrist restraints, breath play 

and orgasm control are some of the D/s treats that await you in this fun Girl/girl romp.  Scene 2 takes place in the Compound's 
chapel with Nathalie retrained in the sit sling, and you get to feast your eyes on Ladies in sexy lingerie while Nathalie endures 
further assaults to her soles, underarms, tender sensitive sides, thighs and pussy. Irene's hands in acrylic French manicure. 
What a nice combination of sensations! Film 2 - Tickled Stan the stockroom sam (F/m) Irene and her assistant are getting the 
distribution orders ready to go out after the AVN. Stan has decided to get sassy. The Ladies punish Stan with heavy bondage, 
tickling and very heavy spanking. Christine straps Stan's behind so hard she breaks Irene's razor strap! They tickle Stan so 
intensely he starts to cough from all the laughter. He is smothered by Irene, while Merciless tickling, spanking, and bondage! 

Foot Fun and Fumy fetishes Parts 1 through 3 (triple feature) I spent the weekend with this foot slave, 
and the following video footage documents what went on." Irene Boss light...for those of you who think the 
Mistress is too severe!" I am on a high stool perched over him, and he is lying on the floor gazing up at my 
feet. I am wearing red leather high heeled shoes, a red rubber corset; see through panties, stockings, and a 
large feathered mask. My slave is naked with a small black leather mask. I dangle my feet over his face, 
teasing him. I tell him that I am going to get him so horny he is going to want to drink my pee and lick the pee 

from my bare feet. I shove my big toe right into his mouth. Face sitting and smothering - forced unwashed pussy and ass 
sniffing through panties and pantyhose. He is going to be made horny so I can cane him later! I spit into his mouth. Lots of 
smothering, ass kissing, face sitting, foot, shoe and leg worship! CBT with my feet and shoes, shoe dangling, and spit dropping. 
The smell of the Mistress's dirty feet, pussy and ass is even better then straight sex and you know it, you heathen swine!  

Tickle Treat Smell My Feet Little Johnny made a tremendous mistake when he was given to buy shoes. 
Instead, Johnny went to Victoria's Secret and bought something for himself. After a 'discovery' and some 
intense verbal discipline from Mistress Morgana, he is soundly spanked with a skanky slipper and forced to 
study Mistress Anastasia's feet. The Ladies then make him strip, and 'model' the nasty 'used' shoes he 
bought at Goodwill. The slave is placed in 3 very effective bondage positions, rendering his strategic 
anatomy completely helpless for the Ladies' tickle torture. Tight ropes, and a complete mummification finds 

our victim enduring forced foot/shoe worship and black stocking covered foot smothering, while the other Mistress mercilessly 
tickles with her long nails and he cannot move an inch. 

The adventures of rubber bob Frisky reporter visits the Compound in guise, and soon gets figured out. Mistress 
Anastasia and The Boss put him through his paces in every single room at the Compound. This tape is a must if 
you would like a tour, as well as voyeuring some fantastic action. Upside down suspension, NT, CBT, spinning 
bondage wheel, electro-play, inflatable rubber body bag, and punishment box just to name a few. Mistresses in 
strap-ons and rubber with thigh-high leather metallic boots. Tons of rubber bondage gear and outfits! Inflatable 

rubber bondage ball, and forced femme on a latex sissy maid performing a fashion show in thigh-high ballet boots.  
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Irene Boss meets Mistress Denetra The Boss and Denetra conquer former Compound houseboy "little johnny" with the most 

extreme tickling and brutal bondage imaginable! Highlights include: 2 Duct tape mummification bondage scenes 
with breath control, feet tickling, side tickling, nipple tickling, face sitting, and foot smothering. The Mistresses are 
very verbal throughout. Mistress Denetra is the Black Power Ultimatrix! Johnny is restrained over the 
punishment box so the Ladies can enjoy his tender back and bottom. He is spanked, humiliated about his dirty 
ass, and treated like a sissy fairy. 
 

The Boss’s bitch Electric dildos, electric cbt and electric nipple play. Lots of rubber and strap on play, with very creative 
predicament bondage cbt and nipple torture. The nova pro system is also put to good use! Watch Irene administer Josie's 

monthly hormone shot. There is a strap on scene in the sit sling, and deep throat gagging action. Josie tries to 
take it all strapped to the new black leather bondage couch...There is an additional electrical bondage scene 
with josie strapped to a metal bed enduring many bazaar forms of CBT and nipple play, with a stunning cameo 
appearance with Goddess Claudia. 
 
Jayne’s addiction Bossy Irene walks into her shoe boudoir to find lazy jayne applying makeup instead of 
shining shoes. Rubber jayne is then punished when Boss decides to force feed the fetish. jayne wears 
extremely tight 'neck to toe' shiny red rubber. Boss in butch military gear - tight white leather corset and jodhpur 
pants. Many sexy shots of shoe, stocking and bare foot worship. Boss uses high heels on jayne's titties and 
clitty. jayne wears several pairs of extremely uncomfortable high heeled bondage 'hobble shoes'. jayne ends up 
in the sit sling (Gothic Dungeon); worn out by the Boss's big black cock. jayne does the unthinkable, and 

manages to combust as a result of the erotic dildo play. 
Bondage and Tickling Goddess Claudia and Irene Boss take turns with a mummified josie in the Compound Schoolroom. Two 

duct tape scenes with breath control, tickling, and bondage. Implements are used, as well as Irene’s lethal 
long nails. The ladies wear shiny tights sexy shoes, and platform fetish boots. Bonus footage featuring the 
short: Do you think we will get caught? One hot blustering August day (it was 98 degrees) Irene was in the 
mood to tie and tickle her girl out doors, so they went hunting in North Park for the perfect spot! She tied her to 
a tree and began her assault. She kept asking her if she thought we would be caught, and threatened to leave 
her there - while she went to a nearby bar to find a couple of people to handle her. The ladies wear shiny 

tights, boots, black leather jackets and bras. They eventually got caught by someone who was riding a bike through the park.  
 

***Bondage and Discipline*** 
 
Milked by the Ma'ams Slave hardenough has no idea what he has gotten himself into by volunteering to fly 
out to the Compound at the last minute to appear in a video with the illustrious Mistress Renee of 
Philadelphia and Domina Irene Boss. He is bossed into seated suspension electric CBT style including legs 
spread wide with electric nipple torture, catheter and butt plug. The Ladies have no mercy for his cock and 
balls. Who would have thought? He receives a punishment on both thighs of tandem birching and caning. He 
is whipped and flogged while hanging in midair. Ladies in tight rubber mini dresses, hose and heels. Scene 2 

features heavy duty full body restraint, face sitting, crotch sniffing, mouth to mouth spitting, electric cock ring, head bondage, 
CBT, breast worship teasing and nipple play. He is milked by hand to orgasm by the cunning cougars and made to eat his liquid 
lunch after a bizarre "deal" he makes with the Boss. Lots of teasing and sexual innuendo, graphic sex and body part talk. HOT 
HOT HOT for you verbal humiliation whores and dirty panty sniffers. Irene and Renee both in classy see through lingerie for 
fetishists of panties, stockings, hose and heels, garter belts, sheer robes and open toes shoes. MESS YOURSELVES! 

 
Rope Bondage with Irene Boss and Madame Ingrid (suspension shibari / whipping). Madame Ingrid’s 
debut on film! Watch Irene Boss and the Super Vixen Bitch suspend Irene’s slave girl fully clothed and then 
go at the clothes with a pair of sheers. Very nasty things happen to the slave girl while she is tied, 
suspended and forced to endure multiple orgasms with a vibrator, along with a whipping, a caning, flogging, 

clothes pin torture, nipple torture, biting, and spanking. Many different types of rope bondage and 3 different types of 
suspension are demonstrated. She is very surely throughout and deserves everything she gets. Madame Ingrid in corset with 
knee boots and Irene Boss in rubber cat suit. 
 
Double Dante Posh Feature - A drink to remember. Bottoms up and let's have a toast! The Ladies let loose on footsucker in 

this bizarre fetish exploration. Witness rubber Mistress "bladder pants". Seeing is believing! The slave is on 
the cross and bears a double single tailing after an extremely severe caning. Canes are broken and it's brutal. 
Huge dildo insertions, fingering, fisting, face sitting, scratching, spitting, smothering and electro CBT and 
nipple play. Irene in see through blue rubber catsuit with black knee high fetish boots. Dante in black rubber 
mini dress and stilettos. Sexy, witty, and outrageous behavior from two decadent Dominas! Loose lips sink 
ships! A servant house slave had the audacity to complain that Dante Posh made him wait too long as her 
chauffeur to the Compound, so he is summoned to the Industrial Chamber. "Customer service" is applied. In 

the sling his nipples are pinched. He is dredged with the Whartenburg wheel and must endure the strap. Ball flicking with 
fingernails, clitty piercing, violet wand, ass fingering, glass dildo-ing, a near fisting, tit slapping, rubber glove smothering and 
hard caning against this miscreant satisfy her sadistic lusts. Servants should only speak when spoken to! 

 
 Bondage Fantasy Mistress Morgana and Mistress Anastasia dominate a slave in the interrogation room at 
the Compound. Then they move him upstairs into the medical room for some procedures before he goes for a 
ride in the sit sling in the gothic dungeon. Bondage, strapons, and CBT.  This is a private session which was 
filmed by Mistress Morgana and Mistress Anastasia while it was happening. 
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 X Marks the Spot Dom Lady X (piercing specialist). We begin with Dave in upright suspension while Dom Lady X shaves his 

nipples. His nipples are then thoroughly tortured with heavy clamps, cord, and weights. He is forced to wear a 
spiked CBT shield. His backside is paddled. The Ladies are wearing sexy stretchy dresses to outline their curves 
and high heels. Dave gets excited. Irene holds his face down with her gorgeous ass while he screams. Dave is 
restrained to a bondage table with a waist harness, bondage mitts, gag, thigh to wrist and ankle restraints. Lady 
X pierces his nipples. The Ladies take turns and decide to suspend them. His feet are torture bastinado style. 
His entire body is worked over with various small implements. Dave is strapped face down on the table in a 
straight jacket. His legs are restrained. The Ladies lather up his ass and shave it smooth. Irene draws her OWK 
coat of arms upon his left butt cheek, and the Ladies begin to draw upon the flesh with the branding pens. 

 
 Zapped by The Boss The Boss is calm upon entering the room, but soon becomes her usual self. Pinstripe suit, heels, and 

vicious red riding crop. The breathing of the underling changes at the site of her! First she gently plays with his 
nipples while electrocuting his cock, and then begins to lash at his tender exposed white thighs with the crop. 
She then crops his nipples and cock. She then crops his stomach savagely and runs her long nails over his 
belly and things. We hear the first diabolical laugh of the evening. She beats him again and touches him 
sensuously all over his body. What a mind fuck! Sensuous soothing of a punished area! Tender things are 
rubbed as Mistress announces she is going to get the cane. The muzzled slave objects! We hear the second 
evil laugh. The caning of the thighs begins and he hates it! She changes his arm position and then plugs her 

self into a violet wand and proceeds to tickle his cock with her long fingernails. Sparks fly! She uses the violet wand directly on 
his cock. Evil laugh number 3! She gets his ass, nuts and shaft! It's excruciating and she laughs! She then sooths him in T&D 
with a nice wind down using a vibrator. He is bondaged tightly and cannot move an inch! You want to come? Very well, then you 
shall be caned right afterwards. Mistress is diabolical as she brings hew slave to orgasm with 2 different vibrators and then 
viciously canes his thighs while he it tightly bound on a CBT chair. The bound blindfolded slave is caned anywhere on his body 
the Mistress chooses. She looks sternly at the camera throughout and laughs. She then lovingly runs her hands all over his 
welts and forces him to have another orgasm. This one is explosive! slave as a golden toilet at the end in a bathtub.  
 
Private Sessions Bondage 2 - The Gothic The saga begins with an upside down suspended hooded slave in predicament 
bondage, wearing cuffs, nipple clamps, and a cbt devise. Boss proceeds to flail his senses with voice activated electricity, virtual 

reality glasses, single tail whipping, spanking, nipple play, and cbt. Watch Boss torment him, dressed in a 
black mesh body suit with black leather corset, top hat and exotic jewelry and makeup. She shocks him with 
a violent wand and he screams! The slave is lowered to the ground and face sat, and then suspended right 
side up for more action. The slave is fastened in the sit sling for some devious dt and more c&b and nipple 
play predicament bondage play. He is spat on, and stimulated with a vibrator. He is forced to masturbate 
while Irene makes remarks at his expense!     
 

Private Sessions Triple feature! Film one - Private Sessions Bondage 3: Irene begins with bedspring bondage. The slave is 
bound to a bare metal frame bed complete with pinching springs and cold steel. Nipple torture cbt and butt 
plug insertion soon follow. Tickling is also administered in this first scene. The slave is then bound over a 
custom bondage apparatus where Irene brings forth a heavy dose of classical corporal - paddling, birching 
and caning. Taken to the Gothic Dungeon, the nearly spent slave is sling fucked and vibrated to orgasm. Film 
2 - Poking and Piercing Several examples of ‘butt play’ - toys and strap-ons with cross dressed sissy sluts. 
Giant dildo training, metal butt plug and CBT/nipple play. Forced strap on sucking, a messy fisting and porno 
style strap-on fucking too. Look through the eyes of the slaves, (MIB Exclusive virtual reality glasses). Cameo 
by Mistress Anastasia. Film 3 - Bound at the Compound a good example of a Mistress giving some positive 
reinforcement and praise to a submissive cross dresser. 'slut sherri' gives it up to Mistress Anastasia! Mistress 
Anastasia takes possession of sherri's 'pussy', forcing her to wear a buttplug for the remainder of the scene. A 
trip to the sit sling where sherri is placed into predicament rope bondage for more cbt and nipple play.  

Mistress Anastasia then places sherri in near suspension, with 'her' hands up in the air over 'her' head for some serious flogging 
and more edge play, ending with sherri orally worshiping Mistress Anastasia’s big cock. 
 
Mistress Amrita - Authentic Japanese Rope (double feature) The Japanese siren approaches the slave boy by grabbing his 

nipples and pulling him towards her. She is strong and ties him quickly with his hands behind his back. She is 
quiet, so you here the ropes being pulled, his breath and her heels. The first suspension position is a spread 
eagle upside down. She tortures his nipples with her heels. She pulls him by his C&B and makes him kiss her 
gorgeous ass! Then, nipple torture with the twisting ropes. He is very loud. Much bare handed spanking! In 
position 2 the slave is suspended face downwards and Mistress Amrita hoists him cruelly and pulls his hair. 
She spins him, continuing to torture his nipples. He is gagged with paper towels. Mistress Amrita was the 
winner of an FICEB award recently for her rope bondage skills, so don't miss out on watching this! Surprise 
double feature - Hanging Whore! What's in Store! This uppity tranny bitch gets placed in seated suspension, 
spanked, electrically fucked, caned, and verbally taunted while I discuss the various "reasons". At the end I 

decide to change "her" hair color. Consensual/Nonconsensual play of course...this means that the slave understands that the 
Mistress does what She wants - not what the slave wants!  
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Irene Boss meets Lady Cheyenne / Pig Boy (Double feature) Film one: Lady Cheyenne´s video debut at 
the Compound! The slave is led around on a leash, and is made to play bizarre counting games in the school 
room. He is completely mummified, smothered, sat on, trampled, stood on, hung upside down, electrocuted, 
and forced to endure cbt and nipple play. The scene ends with the slave undergoing psychological torture with 
the novus system while in stringent bondage, while Boss and Cheyenne discuss selling his sperm to a milking 
farm in order to make a little money. A nice foot worship scene with the slave and Cheyenne. Film two: Lady 
Cheyenne and the Boss finally get together to tame a wild pig beast with bondage, corporal, single tailed 

whipping, verbal, ice cubes up the butt, nipple torment, heavy spanking, foot worship, and a severe caning. Irene's sexy rubber 
covered ass and Cheyenne's amazing bare tanned legs working over the cross dressed slave will keep you very entertained. 
Mesmerizing foot worship and severe bullwhipping.  
 
A Hitchhiker's Guide to the Compound Scene 1: Irene Boss and Goddess Claudia like to play with their guns (Glock and CZ 

to be exact). They are bored and therefore are planning the abduction of a male hitch hiker in broad 
daylight. While sitting on the porch at the Compound in their leather pants, they stroke their guns 
suggestively and talk about gun fetish right to the cameras. Scene 2: They take off in Irene’s big black 
envoy and heads towards the fruit loop which is a favorite Pittsburgh hangout for male prostitutes. They find 
a regular guy and seduce him into the vehicle. Their guns are drawn and he becomes a quivering mess. He 
is told that he will be their entertainment hostage for the evening.  Scene 3: The Ladies change into 
dominatrix costumes. The hostage is in bondage on the floor. The Ladies take his money and then they find 
a gun! They dominate the front of his body with various small implements, including short whips and riding 
crops. The punishment is excruciating. He is turned over for more of the same. He screams and struggles 

during the genitorture and bastinado sequences. Claudia flips him over, kneels on his chest, and face sits him. Irene then face 
sits him while cruelly twisting his nipples! She teases his mouth with her sexy boots. Scene 4: The hostage is suspended spread 
eagled upside down for electro nipple and cbt treatments. Goddess Claudia manipulates the settings on the electrical boxes 
while Irene goes to town on his back and ass with signal and bullwhips. 
 

The Best of BondCon Whisper is restrained to a St. Andrew's Cross on tiptoes bondage ballet boots. 
Mistress Brianna flogs her, while Irene sensuously tortures her nipples. Irene and Brianna continue to 
torment the bound slave, who is next fastened over a bondage bench for spanking, paddling, double flogging, 
caning and sensuous tease and denial. Her hands are placed in metal bondage balls. Domina Skye and 
Irene restrain Whisper in a full leather body harness for suspension. She is tickled, probed, and prodded in 
mid air. Skye ties Delano below her in elegant rope bondage. The two slaves are force to watch each other 
endure various torments. Mistress Porsche Lynn caught Whisper out at the bar during the convention 

cruising, so she is placed in seated suspension bondage with nipple tension! Her thighs, mound, and stomach are cropped 
before she is sensuously teased and denied. She is placed over the spanking bench. She is forced to lick shoes under the 
direction of Porsche, while Irene takes her from behind. She is suspended in a chain cage wearing steel bondage mitts, and 
whipped. Scene 4: Whisper and Angelica are suspended from a large wooden bondage frame. Irene, Brianna, and Princess Kali 
take turns with their nipples and helpless bottoms. The 2 slave girls are inspected, before being tied together face to face for an 
intense bare handed spanking by Princess Kali.  
 

         *** Humiliation, Degradation, Forced Bi, Cross Dressing, Objectification*** 
The Substandard Cocksucker 
Why on earth would a slave continue sucking cock in front of 2 Mistresses if he can't even get it properly 
hard? Welcome to the world of sexual humiliation! (The male slave brain works in mysterious ways.) Slave 
Monty requests a filmed overnight session with Irene Boss and Mistress Gemini. Little does he know that the 
Ladies have decided to invite TS Mistress Jeannine over. He is broken down with cross dressing, bondage, 
cbt, speech restriction (clothespins on tongue) and nipple torture. After a substandard oral performance on 

Mistress Jeannine's large cock he is forced worship feet while Irene Boss and Ms Gemini take turns punishing his ass. He 
receives a whipping while in upside down suspension, gets tormented with an electric cock catheter, and is also strapped and 
caned. Lots of heavy corporal! The Ladies have fun with a little breath control and tease the substandard with their stockinged 
feet and legs, frequently adjusting their garters. The slave is electro dildo trained in a sling and is so desensitized he can't have 
an orgasm - though why should he get to? Ladies wear fetish (rubber, spandex, corsetry, stilettos and boots) and a short scene 
with Mistress Jeanine in street clothes. This DVD contains 4 scenes totaling 105 minutes. 
 
Untrainable Transfat (caught panty sniffer)!  Starring the beautiful Mz Fawn!  Transfat gets caught being nosy in Mz Fawn's 

guest suite while she is visiting Irene Boss at the Compound. Fatty Tran was looking at Mz Fawn's cell phone 
and rifling through her belongings. How was Mz Fawn to know that this creature would soon be dismissed for 
other intrusive and inappropriate behaviors? The last straw was finding the imbecile with its nose pressed 
against a fragrant panty crotch. The bitch is strapped over the caning box and paddled. Next there is nipple 
play, cock sucking, dildo training, near suspension and floor fucking. Humiliating ass worship. No traditional sex 
for the hermaphroditic cretin! A sadistic pinwheel and pin hammer are used frequently on the freshly surgically 
enhanced nipples of the fucktard's fake titties.  The itty bitty clitty does not even exist! 

 
Edwina 4 back for more! The Edwina series continues. Starring Irene Boss, Lady Tantalize and Mistress V. (Atlanta Georgia) 
Edwina is cross dressed and trained in a domestic setting. Strap on, emasculation, humiliation, maid training, shoe and foot 
worship, spanking, caning, toilet paper humiliation, whipping, serving, etc... 
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The Substitute Whore Irene Boss and Madame Ingrid are angry! The whore house has not provided the whore 
they wanted for their amusement. They wanted a whore who could poop on cue and take large toys and a good 
whipping, but instead they got a low ranking "substitute whore" who can take very little. Listen to Irene shred his 
ego in a verbal onslaught of humiliating tyranny. Strap on sucking, strap on, bondage, humiliation, kissing 
Mistress's beautiful ass, and foot worship. Absolutely hilarious! 

 
"Whore Dejour” - machine fucked, forced bi endurance, and fisted!" Want some sex, slave? Ha ha ha! Starring our very own 

slut Lynda (Rookie) in an audition, web whore (whore dejour as Mistress Samantha) Mistress Brianna and Myself 
Irene Boss, and various dildos and fuck machines. This new web series will totally amaze you...the things these 
sluts will do to amuse their Mistresses! Forced ball licking, electro play, full body orgasm, forced bi, cbt, breast 
worship, verbal humiliation, de-sensitization with the magic wand, and embarrassing sexual supervision.  
 
 
The Easter Egg Cunt  Starring Irene Boss and Goddess Amazon (Atlanta Georgia). How many hard boiled 
eggs can a slave's ass take? You will be amazed at slut pig. Filmed on Easter, live from the Compound. Irene 
decides to have an Easter egg hunt. If you enjoy food humiliation, this one's for you! She also demonstrates 2 
voice activated shock systems on the poor sluts feet and clitty, and force psychological "subspace" with the 
Nova Pro system.  

 
  Butt Crack Pig Cake Fucker Parts 1 and 2 (double feature)! Extreme Humiliation! Very extreme - he cries! Goddess 

Claudia and Irene Boss humiliate a pig! Spitting, cackling, spanking. Goddess Claudia smokes sexily in a teasing 
way and the slave gets extremely excited! Irene Boss spits at him and humiliates him by discussing full toilet 
training. Goddess Claudia drools spit into his mouth. He is forced to eat his boogers. Irene Boss decides that the 
slave must get dressed over his disgusting cake-mess and leave that way. The slave is covered in dog food, cake, 
spit, and cigarette ash, and forced to dance. He is so disgusting Goddess Claudia has trouble looking at him, and 
he is only allowed on the tarp. Cake Fucker is made to fuck a cake. Irene spits and Claudia and she blows smoke! 
The pig is made to masturbate. Goddess Claudia smokes in a very sexy manner and teases the pig slave and 

spits in his mouth. What a disgusting raunchathon!  He manages to cum on command. He is made to get dressed over his mess 
of cake, spit, cigarette ash, and dog food. GET The Ladies clean their shoes and the slave is forced to place his dirty socks in 
his mouth. He can't take it and has a break down after Irene makes him put his shoes on opposite feet. This is "AFTER CARE". 
 

Pounded Cheerleader I am very sexy in my latex, high heels, and shimmering stockings. The bitch is not. Lust 
after my luscious ass and strong muscular legs, slave! The bitch is positioned in upside down suspension for 
bizarre electrical insertions. First, I do her makeup. She needs some serious help! I discover that she has not 
shaved properly so I rip the hair from her groin and ass. How pathetic! A fingering is in order here! The first 
electrical plug goes in, while I chastise her about the tiny size of her clitty. It's the smallest dicky doo I have 
ever seen! Next, I decide to give her a GOOD HARD WHIPPING. I am very skillful, administering an intense 
brush burn. I place the slut in a humiliating position with her arms and legs off the ground, hanging like a side of 

beef in midair. EXTREME ANAL TORTURE! Watch me put on my strap on harness. It's so sexy.  
 
Jail Bait Forced bi (and toys) A sullen slut Sherri is taken from the jail cell by Boss and brought down stairs where 'she' is 

forced to provide oral service on slave Jayne in the lobby (of all places). Sherri is tied over the punishment 
bench in the Interrogation room and 'drilled' (strap on trained) by Boss while pleasing Jayne. Sherri wears 
the virtual reality glasses, and you see what she sees. Sherri is placed in a leather arm binder and tied into 
the fetal position while she experiences electro hypno therapy, with more forced oral worship. Boss decides 
to drill Jayne too. Sherri is forced to eat Jayne’s combustion.  

 
Edwina returns Intellectual forced bi and ego demolition! The scene opens in the Compound's new OWK room. Edwina is 
securely fastened over a large whipping bench in bondage awaiting the Boss's torments. Mistress Anastasia in red leather and 
Irene Boss in black rubber with military hats. You are guaranteed to see Boss at her bitchiest in this video. Edwina is whipped, 

caned, spanked, flogged, punched, kicked, slapped and smacked. Watch Edwina volunteer to take even 
more when Boss dangles ass worship like a carrot. Anastasia explains and instructs Edwina on how to 
worship a Mistress's ass properly while beating his ass with a riding crop. There is also some cbt. Edwina 
is forced to exchange clothes with another slave, and has a breakdown when he is unable to follow 
instructions and suck the other slave's cock. The Mistresses change their outfits into new rubber and 

leather ensembles, and tickle torture the other slave. Edwina is bound and plugged and must listen to the other slave receive a 
good OTK spanking and caning. Edwina is forced to worship shoes and feet in great detail before masturbating under the stern 
gaze of the two Mistresses. Lots of shoe dangling, smothering and verbal humiliation!  
  
The Discount Whorehouse Scene 1: The story begins with Irene Boss and Lady Cheyenne admiring dingdong’s fresh breast 

augmentation. Dingdong is forced to suck Cheyenne's giant flesh colored cock while Irene pulls his hair and 
rams his face into the fellatio! Cheyenne slaps his tiny business around. Creative cock sucking! Ding dong's 
tiny balls are prepared to receive intense electro stimulation with the new Eros tech system. Irene selects 
the random "torment" selection for the Ladies amusement. The Rimba electrical devise is demonstrated on 
the little clitty and more cock sucking takes place! Scene 2: "The audition of April Showers" (A cacophony of 
forced bi) The cross dressed slave "house slut" is placed on his back in spread eagle bondage in the center  
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of the Gothic Room for sexual service. He is blindfolded. A jar of warm Mistress pee is balancing in between his spread legs. 
The slave "house slut" is told he is going to perform full body worship. He is then briefly face sat by Irene. Irene brings "Mistress 
Samantha" (Ding dong) into the room. The slave "house slut" is given the stage name "April Showers." April is forced to lick 
Samantha's tits. Samantha is ordered to lick April's balls. April is ordered to suck Cheyenne's heels. Irene pees in a glass 
medical beaker for April's refreshment. Samantha drinks some holy water, and is ordered to lick holy water off of April's face. 
Cheyenne sits on Samantha's back while 'she' provides oral service on April. April is ordered to suck Irene's heels. Samantha 
and April are ordered to drink holy water. April is ordered to provide oral service on Samantha. Irene flavors Samantha's clitty 
with holy water for April. April is then forced to wear a dildo gag, which is also lubed with holy water, and to fuck Samantha's tits. 
Samantha sucks the cock. The two slaves are forced to feel each other's tits. 
 

               ***Heavy Action/Severe Play*** 
 

Electric Cock Control 
Irene Boss knows...control the cock - control the man! The human body is comprised of water and 
muscle, so adding electricity to the mix only adds to the domination. The male slave is restrained on the 
CBT chair in a leather harness wearing a heavy leather face restraint and parachute with custom brass 
weights. A good scrotal and ball stretching is in order here. Irene goes to town with the violet wand on 
the erection preventing metal chastity devise he is forced to wear. His thighs are included. A metal egg 

shaped electric butt plug is inserted and electric bi polar nipple clamps are applied. He is double flogged and thigh cropped. 
Irene removes the chastity devise to see how many clothespins she can apply and places the head of his penis in predicament 
bondage attached to his head gear. A very interesting electric butterfly board is demonstrated. Many electrical boxes are put to 
good use. Special thank you to foot sucker for appearing in the film and building the weight set and custom electrical butterfly 
board. Special thank you to slave AC for commissioning the video!  
 Electrical Debauchery Diabolique/Toilet during Electrical Storm! (Double Feature) Film one - The slave is bound to the 

new multi bench in the CBT position. He cannot move anything but his high heeled shoes. He is gagged, corseted, 
and collared taking a myriad of Irene's torments. He is a leg fetishist. First she teases him with her strong 
pantyhose covered stems, and once he is excited she experiments with one of her own electrical devises (she 
designed) on his nut sack. He is catheterized with a sparkler and electric bi-polar nipple vices are attached for a 
ride you won't believe! Film two - The slave is encased in pantyhose and it is the first time Irene has done this type 
of bondage, so she is very excited about it. She uses 10 pairs of hose! He must clean his precum off Irene's heels. 
A humbler is placed on his balls. She holds him down with her foot after peeing all over him and shocks him 

repeatedly with the wand.  
 

The Lesson Consensual/nonconsensual play. A real lesson to be learned! "Domination Deliverance style" Starring 
Irene Boss, Lady Cheyenne and Madame Ingrid. Truly rough and brutal - don't try this at home. Irene decided to let 
cum dumpster cum in for a filmed session, even though she knew it would be a disaster. She wanted to teach him 
a lesson! Her friends Cheyenne and Ingrid were visiting. You have to see this to believe it. Extreme strap on, 
showers, verbal admonishment, corporal, and a slave who cries. The overpowerment was so intense the slave 
wanted to end the session and leave. Don't ever pester 3 Dominant Mistresses over the phone or Internet, or this 
could be you! 

Torturing the Sausage Cockcentric! Scene 1 - The slave is restrained to a St. Andrews cross in Mistress Shane's formidable 
gothic industrial dungeon. He braves electric cbt with an antique violet wand, cock slapping, smearing of spooge 
on his face, nipple play, and weights by parachute. Shane and Irene tease him mercilessly with their shapely 
voluptuous shiny pantyhose covered legs. He drips uncontrollably. Shane in short black tight spandex dress and 
Irene in short rubber mini dress. Both Ladies in sexy high heels! Scene 2 - The slave is bound over the punishment 
bench for CBT treatments on his balls, sensitive taint and under-cock. Weight work and antique violet wand 
shocking continue! Scene 3 - The Mistresses make a "deal" with the slave...he is only allowed to come while they 

shower him if he is willing to be shocked electrically right after his orgasm...what do you think he decides to do? 
Shocked. Bound, Burned, Branded and Pissed on! Irene Boss and Mistress Gemini team up on slave dave. 
The Mistresses test the slave's devotion to his foot fetish in this new feature. His brand must be re-enforced 
because it has grown out again. Scene one - His body and head are fastened to a leather bondage couch in a 
predicament, with electricity attached to his nipples and private parts. He is teased with shiny pantyhose covered 
feet and face sat often to muffle his screams. The Ladies bring out the violet wand and the Wartenburg wheels 
next and introduce alcohol fire play to remove some of that nasty male hair. Scene two - The slave is bound face 
down on the floor for branding and piss play. Both Mistresses use him thoroughly as a toilet, and take turns 
drawing his brand while he worships the other's feet. 

Irene Boss meets Mistress Precious double feature Film 1 - North meets South What happens when you get 2 strict 
Dominant Ladies together with a mouthy masochist male? Well - they feed off each Others sadistic energies! 
Leather bondage for the slave in this new feature with CBT, clothespins, face sitting, violet wand, 2 diabolical 
nipple stretching towers and a gas mask to muffle the screams. Ladies love caning and they have the perfect 
masochist bent over the punishment box for Their lusts. He is strapped, whipped and explores sensations from 
tandem single tailing while They compare notes and play off each Other. Film 2 Gagged and Plugged! Mistress 
Irene disciplines a lousy housekeeper in the kitchen of Her studio. Her bare feet are very dirty from the slave's 
poor cleaning skills and She makes him lick them clean to prove it. Kitchen corporal and electric butt plug 

insertion. Over the knee spanking, caning and paddling. Foot dangling at the cameras while Irene scolds. Follow Her and the 
slave up the stairs for a glimpse of Her naked behind. Mooning POV - She tells you exactly what you can do with your nasty 
fantasy because She knows all about it. The slave is made to clean the bathroom under Her supervision. Irene decides to train 
the slave by inserting an enormous plug into his mangina. He must do a better job! 
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Guess Who’s Coming to Mistress? Irene Boss and Mistress Denetra get totally out of control with 
Transsexual Josie, who is suspended in a chair, spanked, cropped, paddles, smacked and slapped. Josie is 
suspended with electroshock to nipples and clitty, with the violet wand and hollers so loud the walls shake! 
Josie is placed in the sit sling for strap on training and electric dildo treatment. 
 
Internment at Studio Avalon (Bullwhips and signal whips) Dom Boss hi definition theatre! Filmed at studio 
Avalon in Berlin Germany! Irene Boss and Lady Marlon terrorize a slave in one of the top FemDom studios in 
the world. You will drool over this equipment! Our "prisoner" finds out what's in store for him after flying out 
from America to visit Irene while she is in Germany. He is placed on a stage in front of hundreds of screaming 
Germans at the Venus Fair during a live S/m show, and then the next day he was asked to be in this web 
movie. What a life! Hey - you follow the Boss - you get "used". He is whipped, cropped, electrocuted and 
placed on 2 very interesting pieces of bondage furniture - one a tall wall that spins, and the other a rotating 
table that he is hung from. Eventually the Ladies tire of him, and inter him in a large standing coffin and go off 

for a lengthy lunch. Leather and whips galore! Gorgeous corsets and sexy boots.  
Bullwhipped Bastard Irene invites her friend over to partake in a session! The opening scene features slave 
Dave in upside down suspension braving the rigors of stomach cropping with extensive cbt, double flogging, 
predicament bondage, and paddling. He is hoisted right side up in near suspension, and a different electric box 
is used to torture his package. He is corrected with a nylon paddle, lashed and restrained over the punishment 
box to receive a whipping from a single tail, signal, and then a bullwhip. Sparks fly and blood flow. Christine 
launches into him with a heavy paddle twice.  
Branded by the Boss (double feature) Irene's slave is giving her a rickshaw ride in Frick Park at 6 am one 
cold blustery November day. The park is silent, it's just Irene and her slaves in the cold morning air with the 
falling leaves and the early morning sun. Giddy up! Then it's time to return to the Compound for his branding 
reinforcement. He is placed in a straight jacket to prevent any attempts to flee and placed on the floor while 
Irene tramples his balls for awhile in shoes and then stocking covered feet. He is forced to kiss and worship her 
feet after some ball kicking, and he must lick her gorgeous black patent platform fetish shoes. Irene looks very 

sexy with her long flowing hair, black leather Colette corset, and seamed stockings. She is in a very bitchy mood however 
because she is on her period. It is a perfect day for a branding reinforcement! Irene draws the design quickly with a hot cautery 
pen. As a reward for taking the pain, he is brought down and allowed to worship her bare feet. She has French pedicured toe 
nails and alabaster skin.  Irene Boss presents Mistress Fawn - Punishment for fun! This is the gorgeous blonde Mistress Fawn's 
debut on DVD. Irene's branded boy is hosted upside down in the air for Mistress Fawn's pleasure. His arms are bound with 
hemp rope and attached to the whipping post. A most uncomfortable position! But it's not Irene's slave we are concerned with 
here - it is rather providing pleasure to the sadistic lusts of Mistress Fawn. She uses many implements upon his ass and balls - 
a rug beater, mahogany spanking stick, cane, crop, sand paper slapper, pin hammer, hard plastic martinet and finally a pink 
plastic paddle. Ouch! He is caned, strapped and slapped while she laughs! He is bent over the punishment box for her 
amusement. Mistress Fawn wears a beautiful red leather custom corset.  

S/M and Spanking double trouble! (double feature) Two MIB Classics. Film one - You are Caned Naughty 
neighbor gets caught snooping through the mail! Face slapping, paddling, spanking, caning, foot worship, 
punishment lines. Boss wears sexy fishnets and a black leather bikini with 5” black leather high heels under a 
dress, which is removed in the middle of the video. Takes place in the schoolroom at the Compound.  Film two 
-  You Were Late! Lots of cbt including electric PES. Little johnny gets placed in a spread eagle standing 
bondage position to be flogged, whipped and spanked. He is forced down on the ground for some dildo training 

at the end. Ms. Boss is very verbal and disciplinary throughout. If you have ever been late for a session, you know exactly what 
this feels like! Ms. Boss in supple skintight black leather pants boots and bra. Takes place in the gothic dungeon. 
Punished for Swearing Parts 1 and 2 (double feature) Famed British Masochist Stephen Paine flew across the pond to 
Pittsburgh and met the Boss, succumbing to Her ministrations. Things were going well...until Irene informed him that swearing is 
not allowed in Her dungeon. He decided to challenge and test Her on this issue and earned 700 cane strokes and a future 700 
for a return visit in continuing his behavior modification. Irene is determined to break him of this nasty habit! His warm up 
consists of bondage, spanking, the whipping post, clothespin whipping (signals and bullwhips) off his stomach, sides, bottom 
and nipples, flogging, electric cbt, electric nipple play, the new multi bench and erotic teasing from the Mistress. 
Excruciating Experiences in CBT! The hourglass sifts, as the slave is made aware of the duration of his experience! 

Suspended in a leather sling, Irene proceeds to attach an erection zapper to slave Dave’s not so private area. 
Irene then puts a few household hardware items to good use, such as a metal lint trap and hose clamps. The 
offending organ is chaffed and pinched as she wrestles to wrap the metal mesh tightly around the shaft for better 
violet wand conduction. Zip…Zap…Zowie as the sadistic purple spark crawls at Irene’s hand, dave screaming 
and writhing. The squeezing and stainless steel pressure of the hose clamps are applied to the unprotected 

package with more violet violence. Not enough…a surgical steel sound is excruciatingly inserted into the restricted shaft which 
results in some interesting squealing and moaning from the dangling dave, especially when electrified once again by the wand. 
Next round includes a stainless metal ring with sharpened brass screws at its circumference, to wind down into the slave’s man 
meat. Yes, more aching, arcing and sparking! The finisher entails Irene winning the “battle of the balls” as she is triumphant in 
mashing Dave’s surrendered sac back into the erection zapper, where she cranks up the voltage. He is left to hang in electrical 
torment. Irene dresses in action-ready red rubber nurse attire. HIGH VOLTAGE EXTREME ENTERTAINMENT! 
Extreme Lessons in bullwhipping In the Compound's new OWK Room, Domina Irene is showing Goddess Claudia the new 

upside down suspension system. The creature "macho bitch" is hoisted in a thick leather arm binder for the 
most severe bullwhipping imaginable. Boss and Claudia take turns with the whips, and trade them frequently 
and move around the room to get better angles. Macho Bitch is dressed in one of Irene's old stripper costumes. 
In the gothic dungeon the bitch is suspended upside down for some electric cbt and nipple play. There is a nice 
flogging scene with the violet wand being used in conjunction.  
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Hang out Scene one - Extreme electrical entertainment by the Boss! Her slave is on the ground and she is 
preparing him for upside down suspension. She digs her heels into his balls and hoists him up like a side of beef, 
and now it's time for some remote controlled electric ball shocking! A fantastic scene follows with 2 signal whips. 
His balls are shocked. He is gagged by Irene's leather gloves while he is whipped. He is brought down to the 
ground for high heel worship and face sitting. She forces his balls into an extremely tight metal electric cbt devise. 
Scene two - The slave is restrained to a low black leather bondage couch, and Irene starts right in on him. Irene 

outdoes her self by administering voice and sound activated electro shock to his C&B and nipple areas, while he is experiencing 
forced psychological subspace with the nova pro. Lots of foot dangling, verbal humiliation, and a vibrating surprise! Scene three 
- Macho slave puts on a weight lifting show to impress the Mistress! He is attached securely to the St. Andrew's Cross. He is 
forced to wear a spiked sheathed "punishment bra" and matching ball stretcher. His nipples are pierced and weighted (no blood) 
and his balls! Irene teases him. 
 

The demise of little Richard Scene 1: Watch the infamous Richard 50 get beat up by two girls! The Mistresses 
begin by assaulting him while he is bound to the floor and forced to look up at them. Irene takes a riding crop to 
his feet, while Cheyenne flogs his chest. He is blindfolded, and also made to wear the Nova Pro while the Ladies 
continue their torture. He is face sat by Irene. Clothespins are placed all over his body several times, and the 2 
Mistresses kick them off with their open toed high heeled shoes and step on his cock. He is hoisted upside down 
in a straight jacket for belly punching, and barefoot belly kicking. He is frequently kneed in the stomach and 

kicked in the balls. Scene 2: Little Richard is placed in the caning stockade in the corporal detention center. The ladies warm 
him up with a good strapping, tawsing, and paddling. The razor strop, Scottish tawse, evening star, and lady spanker are all put 
to good use. He receives a stern caning from both Ladies - first with traditional bamboo canes, then with the carbonite and white 
lightning implements. He is placed over Cheyenne's knee for a good old fashioned bare bottom paddling while Irene holds his 
head in between her legs. The Ladies trade places and Irene gives him a very stern and severe hairbrush spanking while 
Cheyenne holds him still with her legs. Irene gives him 12 bullwhip strikes while he is fastened over the punishment box. Scene 
3: Little Richard is suspended by the wrists on his knees and the ladies take turns punching and kicking him in the stomach. 
They wear pointy toed fetish shoes for maximum sensation. They also kick him with their bare feet simultaneously.  

The Unforgiven Filmed in 2 sequences, nearly a year apart to give the slave's ass time to heal completely! 
Madame Ginger Fyredanzer of New York City and Domina Irene Boss truly outdid themselves. Scene 1: 
Slave Dave is extremely and severely whipped by the Mistresses, and then forced to lick off their boots! He is 
first suspended, and then bound over the punishment box. The Mistresses laugh a lot and Irene sneers right 
at the camera! Irene in black leather thigh high stiletto boots, shiny tights, spandex dress, black leather corset, 

and black leather executioner's hood. Madame Ginger Fyredanzer in black studded rubber body suit (swim suit cut) black 
leather stiletto calf boots, and black leather face mask. Scene 2: Slave Dave is hoisted up in the air in a body harness Madame 
Ginger pierces his nipples with calipers and both Mistresses apply weights. His feet are whipped (bastinado) by Irene, and his 
nipples receive electro torture. More severe extreme whipping ensues (bullwhips and single tails). Clothespin torture, genital 
slapping, cbt (weights, clamps and electric) electric nipple play, and spanking with a stainless steel metal paddle take place as 
well. Irene in silver rubber cat suit, black kid leather fetish platform ankle boots and black leather mask. Madame Ginger in black 
PVC cat suit, black PVC fetish platform knee boots, and feathered mask. This is guaranteed to be the severest whipping you 
have ever seen! 
  

Bullwhipped Tranny Bitch 'Macho bitch' is suspended upside down, and Irene and Anastasia assault him 
with predicament bondage, CBT, single tail whipping, flogging, spanking, intense dildo sucking, spitting, and 
forced body worship. Boss and Anastasia in black mesh cat suits and strap ons, with military hats. In the 
gothic dungeon the slave is placed right side up and endures a lot of CBT and toy training. The slave 
endures a gangbang and GS.  

 
The Claiming of orchid/whipping of john Boss, Cheyenne, Claudia, and Sage pay a visit to an orchid. 
Claudia and Sage put naughty orchid through her paces with severe genital torture and nipple play in some 
very interesting positions. Orchid cries, which just encourages the Ladies even more! The Ladies take on 
john with heavy paddling, spanking, and whipping. Boss actually breaks a wooden paddle on his backside. 
Claudia and the Boss end this scene with a tandem bullwhipping on john's back and behind. The Women 
return to orchid. She is restrained and tormented with electricity, and placed in an arm binder with a gag and 

blindfold while the four Ladies go out.  
 
 Smoking Nuns A young hoodlum is discovered smoking in the schoolroom by 'Sister Morgana'. This is strict over the knee 
spanking and brutal hairbrush discipline. The punishment box is put to good use with rope bondage featuring 'fanny attention' 

with the taws and razor strap. This is the severest paddling you have ever seen. English and American style 
caning in the caning stockade. A perverse smoking scene using the pupil as an ashtray. Morgana and Boss 
in authentic black linen and white KEDS tennis shoes. The schoolboy wears shorts, flannel, and hiking 
boots.  
 

Extreme caning and whipping  
Severe Corporal! Poor Bess is placed in black patent leather ankle ballet boots on her tip toes and tied to 
the whipping post, and takes it from the Boss and Anastasia with several single tails. Boss gives a 
fantastic demonstration and explanation of canes and a caning on a masochistic male Bullwhipping and 
DT on the same masochistic male. The slave is whipped across the room.  
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The victim  
slave 'edwina' returns, this time to be brutalized by Mistress Anastasia, Mistress Morgana, and the Boss! edwina's "punishment 
stay" begins with cross dressing in the interrogation room, where 'she' is placed into standing bondage for some heavy cbt, 

nipple play, flogging, whipping, body slamming and face slapping. A very physical over the knee spanking 
occurs and the Mistresses take turns squeezing edwina's head between Their legs. There is a lot of 
laughing. The action is severe. edwina is then taken up to the schoolroom for some very strict discipline 
and dt. Many implements are used. The three Mistresses take turns with 'her'. Next, edwina is trampled 
front and back by all three Mistresses and made to do foot and boot worship. The Mistresses actually 
jump up and down on edwina's back in heels. There is much face slapping, spitting, and verbal 

admonishment.  
Gang bang  
Find out what happens when the Boss and Anastasia tag team the hapless male slave Edwina ! Featuring: 
cross dressing, face slapping, nipple torture, dt, bullwhipping, spanking, caning, paddling, foot worship, shoe 
worship, trampling, and verbal humiliation. Filmed in the schoolroom. The spanking horse, punishment box, 
and caning stockade are made use of. Boss and Anastasia in heels and hose. Excellent depiction of heavy 
play on a submissive male masochist. 

 
***The Compound/OWK Collection*** 

Bossy teacher at the OWK – VHS only! Heavy corporal discipline - interrogatory and fraternity style. Josie, Jacob and Oslo 
find themselves in a whole heap of trouble when they are caught goofing around in this corporal enthusiast's nightmare. Irene 
and Shane come into the schoolroom and know severe punishment is in order. OTK spanking with a hand and paddle, tawsing 
over a horse, heavy wooden paddling, punishment lines, caning of the hands and bottom, and smothering are featured. All three 
students are caned at the same time!   
 

OWK American Style The video debut of Lady Sage! Boss invites Her Friends over - Mistress Anastasia, 
Lady Cheyenne and Lady Sage to experiment on a living figurine with implements. The slave that Irene 
summoned for the Ladies entertainment is behaving in sullen manner. Boss sequesters him in the jail cell 
area, and you get a worms eye view of each Lady ascending the stairs to lend Boss a hand in his discipline. 
Since he refused to eat his dinner, the Ladies take turns with his food bowl and mouth as an ashtray. The 
slave is made to lick the ashtray, and the bottoms of the Ladies shoes to atone for his sullen behavior. 

Fantastic smoking scene! The prisoner is marched downstairs into the new Interrogation room to undergo some of the heaviest 
corporal discipline imaginable! Extreme heavy paddling, tawsing, caning, smacking, will cause you to wonder how this slave will 
ever be able to sit properly again! The Ladies all take turns with the subject, who is securely fastened over a high black 
spanking bench, and then tied to a punishment box with his posterior in the air - forced to worship feet, shoes, and boots.  
 
Extreme Electric Whipping – VHS only! Heavy S/m for the serious player! Irene Boss returns to make Her 2nd OWK video at 
what She is best at - S/m and whipping! The idiot had the audacity to enter the pub at the OWK and invite himself to the Boss's 
table and the bad manners to begin eating Irene's lunch. 3 scenes: 1). Upside down brat Jacob endures nipple play, CBT, 
caning, gag torture and humiliation. Boss demonstrates 3 electrical systems - the remote shocker, the EROS tech (voice 
activated) and the new pleasure tech (multi channeled) to give Jacob the punishment he deserves. Jacob is forced to wear a 
wooden CBT devise. The electricity is sent to some interesting places! 2). Jacob is hoisted right side up from his wrists to 
receive more. He is removed from suspension and kicked across the room. 3). On the cross - the nova pro system is used to 
confuse his senses. Electric nipple play, bull and single tail whipping to the stomach, cock and nipples, and the sound of Irene's 
voice amplified over a microphone. He is placed in a wooden stockade to undergo whipping with 3 different implements - a short 
snake, a medium single tail, and a 10 ft bullwhip. The slave is verbally admonished throughout. Irene Boss in skintight sexy 
rubber.  
 

                                           ***Lovely submissive ladies*** 
Just Between Girls 
Three scenes! Irene invites her friend Louise D over to play with Angela. Rubber corseted and placed in 
near suspension, Angela is felt up by the ladies. Louise proceeds to apply hemp rope breast bondage. 
Irene kisses, caresses and reassures the wide-eyed sexpot. An electric pussy shield is introduced and 
Angela's panties are placed over her face so she can savor her own excited scent. Her perfect little 
lunchbox is electrified. She enjoys a light flogging followed by a sound paddling. Angela is restrained to a 

leather chaise lounge. Kissing and fondling continue. Leather bondage mitts and nylon strapping secure her for some bi polar 
electric nipple play. Irene attaches a dildo gag to the face of the bound brunette and goes for a ride while Louise serves up 
some verbal commentary. A hearty foot job is then administered by Louise to her satisfaction. Placed in a sit-sling and bound 
and fitted with a breath deprivation hood, Angela is now at the mercy of the two Dominas. Irene licks and rubs Angela’s amazing 
assets while Louise applies the Hitachi Magic wand. The ladies take turns with the strap on while controlling her breathing to 
ramp up for a massive orgasmic ride. Irene fits slave Angela with the Nova Pro to ensure a most unforgettable experience. 
Glass strap on dildos are used to bang the dark haired damsel into the middle of next week. Irene vibrates the crystal cock with 
the Hitachi for her own personal stimulation. Several explosive orgasms follow as Angela writhes and moans. Close ups for all 
to see. This is just between girls! Very sexy and wet. Irene in long red rubber dress and black leather ankle boots; Louise in red, 
black and clear knee length rubber dress and black strappy high heels; Angela in back and white rubber corset and thigh high 
leather boots. 
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Mommie's Home 
The pilot of the Cock Mommie series! Introducing Madame Nadine as COCKMOMMIE and both Jillian’s 
and Ginger's debut on film - the pilot of the Cockmommie series! Chili Face: Mommie comes home (after a 
hard day of nothing) and finds Jillian making vegetarian chili for dinner. How freaking lazy! Whatever. She 
explodes and decides to make Jillian wear it and then she must tongue polish Mommie's boots in the 
bathroom while Mommie sits on the can smoking. Splosh, food humiliation, bootworship, bare bottom 

corporal and a sadistic sexy "shower show" with soap in the mouth punishment. This will teach you to have proper dinner ready 
when Mommie comes home! Rough Dirty Sex in the dungeon at the Compound: DP with anal and speculum exam, searing hot 
wax treatment while restrained in the sit sling. Doggie style, hair pulling and strap on blow job with verbal humiliation. Pizza Slut: 
Hungry Cockmommie is tired and resting her feet after a long day on the show floor at the AVN. She orders room service. 
Ginger the delivery girl is persuaded to stay for a drink and poker. Guess what? It's Ginger's 21st birthday and Cock Mommie 
wants a piece. Mommie slips her a mickey and bangs the little worker bee to hell and back. Screwed on the bed, forced to eat 
her pizza, coffee table sex with chocolate covered cherries and a hot bathroom scene complete with lots of screaming and 
kissing. COCK MOMMIE - It's your Daddie's porn and it's hot. Get yours now!!! 
 

Pleasing Miss Maya Sinstress 
Miss Maya Sinstress calls Sienna in for a performance meeting, and suggests some extra curricular 
activities to make office work more enjoyable. A little shy and a little more surprised, Sienna just wants to 
please her very attractive boss. Doors locked and all calls on hold, Miss Maya Sinstress takes the sexy 
and willing natural red head down a salacious path complete with sensuous bondage, tetruss play, strap 
on sucking, bare hand over the knee spanking, nipple play, dildo training, bare bottom paddling and more. 

Ladies dressed in office attire with naughty extras underneath. Maya Sinstress and Sienna are the perfect match in this very 
sexy corporate collusion.  

 
Let Them Eat Cock! 
Cruising for catholic girls can be fun, especially if your therapist recommends it. Cockmommie is having a 
mini-meltdown about getting laid, so she calls Dr. Veronica Bitch for an emergency in-home session. After 
a brief evaluation, the Dr. advises Cockmommie to get out and find herself some fresh stuff to satisfy her 
sadistic sexual urges. Driving through the south side of Pittsburgh, Dr. Veronica at the wheel of her Hum 
V, they come across a religiously ripe specimen for the plucking. Using her psychopathic skills, 

Cockmommie easily lures Muffy, with promises of sweets & such, into her car. Now at the Mommie ranch, Muffy is wondering 
when the candy will be produced. The perverted pair handcuffs Muffy for an assisted walk upstairs, leading her ever further 
down the wrong side of the tracks. Placed in a closet converted jail cell, they tease the little candy fiend with red licorice and 
hard cinnamon drops. A birthday party is announced to keep tanned tart happy. Whose birthday? Who knows and who cares, 
Muffy just wants the candy. The lust of the dastardly duo begins to take shape in the way of a light paddling on the perfectly 
rounded bottom of our delicious damsel. Dirty dancing soon follows as Muffy gyrates and grinds on the Dr., now sporting a pink 
woody, which is orally serviced; while Cockmommie downs a cocktail and jerks her own junk. Muffy then gets her muffin stuffed 
six ways to a hot fudge Sunday via the very horny Veronica. Camcorder in hand, Cockmommie records the action for obvious 
reasons. The flexible fuck-toy is very impressive, especially when she takes Mommies' monstrous meat missile like a champion 
cheerleader. Liberties taken, a sugary offering is now delivered by way of cake, candles, beads, noisemakers and a tiara for the 
princess. The party perpetuates into a visual mind bender of brown goo-smeared bodies. The chocolate covered cutie then gets 
driven from the rear by the Dr., as she sucks on a hunk of fudge covered Mommie meat... but there's more to muffy than just her 
sweet tooth... to be continued... 
The Firey Rule of Domina Snow!  

Slave sally gets a hard lesson in protocol while visiting Domina Snow when she applies for the position 
of housegirl. Domina Snow is appalled with Sally's attire not to mention her smart ass attitude. Strictly 
questioned and stripped to her horrid green panties, Sally crawls the hard wooden staircase only to be 
stopped on the third floor landing just outside the sacred Compound dungeon. A good bare hand 
spanking starts things off, with Sally being reminded of how to properly address the Mistress. Up against 
the wall in the prone position, sharp swats are delivered by various paddles culminating into a fine 
strapping. Panties removed for inspection, Sally is then sent to the medical room for a proper pussy 

shaving at the steady hands of Domina Snow. Properly prepared, sally is now ready to be put through her paces in the Gothic 
Dungeon. Bound to a one of a kind custom tilting St. Andrews cross, Domina Snow delivers a delight of corporal correction to 
the now reddened rear of the whimpering wench. Flogged, birched, cropped, metal paddled, caned and single tailed by Domina 
Snow...what a rush for a newbie! MIB Productions welcomes He Inferna (AKA slave sally) to the ranks. See more of this 
masochistic misbehaver in upcoming MIB releases! Domina Snow in long firey-red latex dress with matching high heels and 
surgical blue-green apron for shaving scene. Hel wears black leather corset, black fishnets, and black and white piped heels. 
Great Girl/girl chemistry in this strict and sexy fun corporal feature! 

 
Thank you Erika!  
Hard working Erika tries to do all the right things, but it’s never good enough for her mean boss Tomiko. 
Wanting to punish Erika inappropriately, Tomiko attempts to humiliate her with leg strapping. Erika refuses to 
take this bullshit from the boss any longer and turns the corporate tables. Shackled, disrobed and bound, 
Tomiko must submit to Erika’s erotic wishes or be discovered. Scenes include leg strapping, ball gagging, 
nipple play, breast slapping, OTK bare hand spanking, rope bondage, verbal humiliation and self pleasuring. 
Short skirts and business attire round off this sexy office role reversal romp. 
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Fuck Or Be Fired 

BOARDROOM DEBAUCHERY EXPOSED! First time MIB appearances for Natali Demore, Maya Sinstress, 
Kendra James and Caroline Pierce. All female office sex scandal! High powered with sexual agenda. Make Out 
parties and dirty conference calls are common place. Penetration a must for Promotion. Lunchroom gangbangs 
a normal occurrence. Big Dick strap on contests overshadow productivity, and so called meetings are an excuse 
for masturbation and fucking subordinates. Corporate cunt club gets shut down. CORPORATE EXPOSE 
BECOMES BEST SELLER! Taped boardroom orgies sold to highest bidder and record internet downloads. Talk 
of DVD sales but no comment from Execs. Victims refuse to talk and want to keep their jobs. Lives ruined and 
humongous lawsuits are pending. The company is overwhelmed with new job apps. Orders from top are fuck or 

be fired! Suck a dick and get a raise mentality. Employee swap ring is investigated. Suck me off for a sick day memo found. Car 
pool or cum pool. Hint of a Pro Dom connection. Demore and Sinstress are named as ringleaders. James and Pierce want 
bosses freed - say no harm done.  
  

 BoundCon Bondage Babes - Double Feature  
At the annual Bound Con Irene Boss gets inspired by all the educational bondage demonstrations and decides 
to film with a couple of submissive beauties! Doesn't MIB Productions have all the fun? Film 1 - "The Capture of 
Co Co" Irene gets tall and gorgeous Co Co to come back to her hotel suite and ties her up on the bed in some 
excruciating rope bondage positions! Next Co Co is mummified with saran wrap and duct tape for a really tight 
sensation, and Irene tickle tortures her poor helpless feet. Then Co Co is talked into experiencing latex suction 
bondage. This is her first time and she is nervous. Breathtaking play while Irene teases her. Film 2 - "Sneaky 
Sylvia Bossy Ass-istant" Beautiful Sylvia has pulled a fast one on Boss Irene. While Irene was out of the country 

Sylvia decided to turn the business into a bondage hotel without consulting corporate. Odd items have been charged off on the 
company credit cared as "business expenses". She gets the surprise of her life when she discovers that Irene happens to be a 
top! Sylvia is gagged, bound, spanked with implements, strapped and caned. She will obey! 
 

Cry and Squirt for Me! Irene Boss takes charge once again in this rope bondage/suspension extravaganza, 
featuring Babee Kat, a big breasted fresh faced "Betty Page" look a like. Multiple scenes include three 
suspension positions; seated, horizontal and standing head harness. Witness Irene's beautiful breast 
bondage, rope corseting and knots galore. Watch as the electric hoist raises the more than ample bottom of 
the vivacious vixen to the waiting paddle of the Boss. Squirm with Babee Kat as her swollen clitoris is vibrated 
to orgasm in several hot inescapable positions. Her voluptuous mammaries are then flowered with clothespins 

as Irene makes the poor girl cry with pain and squirt for joy in this sexy, salacious and sensual film. 
  
The new girl During an office inspection Spanky is found to be surfing the web and goofing off. She did not 
write out the checks to pay the bills, and she was discovered impersonating Irene over the phone. Irene 
instructs Spanky to sort videos for awhile, and the whole time Spanky is fantasizing about being face sat by 
Irene while wearing a dildo gag, dildo training, and vibrator stimulation. Both ladies wear sexy skintight 
rubber cat suits, with strategically placed zippers. Irene wears sexy fetish stilettos with 7 inch steel heels, and 

Spanky is in ballet boots and head harness dildo.  
 
B, P and T Scene 1: Private Nicola has been a lazy soldier. She isn’t in her military regulation clothing when Officer’s Irene and 
Gemini storm her barracks in search of contraband. They find chocolate, dildos, S/M paraphernalia, and OWK magazines! 

Private Nicola’s hair is not military regulation. She looks like someone’s college aged daughter who just dropped 
out of school with that silly mow hawk she’s sporting! Irene and Gemini wrestle her to the floor tearing her 
clothes off. Next, she is interrogated about the contraband and told what she must endure if she wants to avoid 
court marshal. Nicola is made to bark like a dog, grovel and beg for the two female officers. She is kicked in the 
ass repeatedly and slapped across the face. This is rough treatment and she really deserves it. The private is a 
sassy brat who likes to talk back. You will lust over the uniforms of Irene and Gemini. Custom made leather and 
green jodhpur pants, corsets, ties and military hats with riding boots. Attention!  Scene 2: Nicola is nude and 

restrained to the OBGYN table with heavy bondage mitts and thick leather ankle restraints for her head shaving. The Ladies 
take turns shearing Nicola with various razors, and make humiliating designs on her head. Finally, her head is lathered and 
shaved. Her mouth is duct taped shut. Her tampon is exposed and her breasts are slapped. She endures breast bondage and 
electricity on her nipples and pussy. She experiences voice activated electro genitorture. Both Ladies take turns cracking the 
whip to set off the sound activated electroshock system.  Scene 3: Hasn’t this soldier had enough? What a good trooper! The 
two Female Officers change their clothes into sexy lingerie ensembles featuring garters, stocking, hose, heels, and gloves. 
Nicola is on the spanking horse. The Ladies drink a magnum of champagne and burp on Nicola. She drinks champagne from 
her dog bowl. She is collared, gagged, leashed, and teased with dog toys, and is forced to play fetch. GS too. It’s so wrong! 
 

You don’t deserve a break today A slave girl was caught taking a "cigarette break" during Mistress 
Brianna's visit! She had done a poor job straightening up Mistress Brianna guestroom. The slave girl is 
restrained to the St. Andrews Cross and takes the following punishments: Clothespins, caning, cropping, 
flogging. Genitorture, Verbal Humiliation and Nipple Torture. The slave girl is moved to the sit sling and 
undergoes psychological torture with the Nova Pro System and electro genitorture. She spontaneously 
cumbusts, much to the surprise of the Ladies!  
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The Penetration of Angela - Presenting Angela and Mz Fawn. (An MIB Productions Girl/girl film.) The premise: "Caught in the 

act of". Angela has led Irene Boss to believe during her interview that she is a prim and proper young lady 
who has no interest in the more erotic aspects of BDSM. She has signed on to be Irene's new domestic 
servant, and since Irene has had a lot of problems with these mischievous girls in the past, Angela indeed 
seems like a breath of fresh air! While she is cleaning Mz Fawn's guest room she comes across a strange 
stash of pornography! Since Fawn and Irene have left for the day, Angela decides to explore the stash. She 

gets *very comfortable* on the bed and starts lasciviously savoring the smut! She lingers over certain pictorials and dog ears the 
pages. Mz Fawn has forgotten her cell phone and must return to the Compound. Irene and Fawn go right up the stairs into the 
Guest room to find Angela laying on the bed with her legs spread wearing a corset, stockings and bondage ballet boots! Irene 
and Fawn interrogate the girl, put her in bondage, tie her tightly to the bed face down with pillows elevating her bottom in the air 
and proceed to give Angela a very thorough bare bottomed hand spanking. She is then fingered by one Mistress, while the 
other explores the dog-eared pages of the magazines. The Mistresses then decide to carry out some of the depictions. Her 
breasts and pussy are put through some tests (electrical in nature). She is forced to orgasm over and over again with various 
vibrators and this eventually becomes sexual torture! Some very unusual things are inserted into Angela's pussy, including a 
solid steel tuning fork. The story ends with Angela wriggling in agony from the forced orgasms! Fawn and Irene as proper 
Victorian Mistresses (in corsets, blouses. and long skirts) "gone kinky", and Angela nude in corset, black stockings, and ballet 
boots. Sometimes girls have all the fun! 
 
Rubber Dream / Leather Girls (double feature) Mistress Anastasia and The Boss decide to give this girl a heavy orientation 

into the world of bondage, rubber, spanking, suspension, high heeled punishment shoes, and electricity. Violet 
wand, shock pads, flogging, breast bondage, sensuous torment, inflatable rubber body bag, and rubber hobble 
skirt. A fetishist/bondage enthusiasts 'dream come true'!  Eve's debut on film too. Mistress Anastasia and Irene 
give a hapless lady professor a formal "education". Incredible bondage scenes including a remarkable suspension 
in a chair with light to moderate spanking and humiliation. Whipping, dildo training, spanking, and flogging 
 

  
The Damsels of Dachau. Irene Boss visits Dachau Germany after the annual Bound Con Convention (where 
she is a guest of honor each year), and corrupts 2 innocent young fetish models in the arts of lesbian rubber 
bondage, sex, and S/m. Both girls are so innocent! Neither girl has been in rubber before, or has experienced any 
real domination. Irene gets them to do everything! This scene opens with slave Dana in a black rubber cat suit 
kissing slave Melanie, while Irene initiates Dana in corporal. Irene places Dana in a corset and Melanie is 
stretched on the rack. Irene then decides to make the two girls dominate each other! They are made to spank 
each other and kiss each other's nude beautiful behinds. Irene then makes a nude bondage sand which out of 
the two girls and they experience their first whipping while one wears an inflatable rubber hood. The girls are 

interrogated hospital military style on an OBGYN table to give up secrets about their male lovers while Irene examines and 
humiliated them during a strip search. They are inspected and one is forced to sit on an electric dildo. The Ladies are then tied 
together and forced to give oral service to each other. They are then caged standing naked pressed up against each other. 
Irene swallows the only key to the lock, telling them that she will return to unlock them when "the key comes out the other end".  
 
The Korruption of Angela! Coral Korrupt and Angela's debut on DVD! Our story begins with Angela secretly admiring Irene’s 

video collection sprawled on a luxurious gothic king size bed in the Compound’s punishment boudoir. Hearing 
Irene and Ms. Coral ascending the stairs prompts an attempt to hide her visual vice. Irene and Ms. Korrupt enter 
the bedroom with cocktails in hand with a relaxing, reclusive slumber party in mind. Girl talk, a bit of footsy and a 
chaotic pillow fight follow. Angela’s not so closely guarded secret is soon discovered and the two dominant 
ladies have their way with the tanned, hard bodied tart. Stripped of her clothing, saran wrapped, girl tossed and 
tickled, Irene applies the “Hitachi Magic Wand” to Angela’s soon to be invaded glistening wet pussy. Ms. Korrupt 
inserts one, then two fingers with well metered thrusts, then smears the camera lens with the fresh love juice as 
Angela continues to cum. The “Hitachi”, now in the hands of Coral, continues to work its magic on the willing 

wench, now on top of topless Irene, passionately making out. She cannot wait any longer…Ms. Korrupt drives her well mounted 
strap-on deep inside Angela’s eager beaver, humping and grinding while her more than ample breasts are kissed and licked by 
Irene’s talented tongue. The Boss takes over from behind in this finisher, as Angela is fucked royal from both ends, also sucking 
on Ms. Coral’s stiffy to the delight of all. Angela makes her video debut and cums many times in this very sexy and entertaining 
“all girl” action movie. All ladies in satin pj’s. 
Don't eat the Candy Domina Irene the Boss has hired valley girl Spanky to be her new secretary, but Spanky has ideas of her 
own. Irene eavesdrops to hear Spanky attempting to steal her clients with cut rates and suggestions of inappropriate activities! 
Irene decides to send Spanky on a break. While Spanky is away, Irene sticks a sucker up her bottom and calls her clients back, 

arranging for them to watch her nonconsensually dominate Spanky at a later date. The candy is rewrapped and 
returned to the jar. Irene in a business suit and Spanky in schoolgirl attire. Later that day, Spanky is waiting for 
Irene in the dungeon. Irene is late on purpose to make Spanky miss her “appointments” and fidget. Spanky 
continuously looks at the clock while Irene places her in bondage in a ‘shoe chair’, and goes off to change into 
rubber while she struggles. Irene in a short shiny dress, jacket, and thigh black leather fetish platform knee high 
boots. Spanky in a very tight Collette corset and ankle high black patent leather ballet boots. Irene returns to 
place Spanky in upside down suspension bondage. Spanky is flogged and whipped for her misdeeds. Her 
panties are cast aside. (Irene in a black rubber policewoman’s costume and patent leather black high heels.) 

Spanky is then severely bullwhipped. The story ends with the 2 women sharing pleasantries in the office while Spanky 
unknowingly places the ass candy in her mouth. Devious! Filmed at Mistress Jordan's studio in Orange County California. 
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The Initiation Starring Lady Cheyenne, Irene Boss, and Sapphire's debut on film! Sapphire "wants the job so bad" that she 

decides to go along with everything. First she must strip. She is placed on the spinning wheel. Irene and 
Cheyenne take turns flogging her. Irene licks her nipples. Vibrating nipple clamps are attached, and a vibrator 
is tucked into Sapphire's underpants. Her pussy is cropped. Sapphire is placed on the St. Andrew's cross and 
psychologically dominated with the Nova Pro with ipple play, birching, single tail whipping, and severe 
bullwhipping. Sapphire is restrained to a large bondage canopy bed for her first piercing scene. Irene weaves 
beautiful steel flowers around her nipples while Cheyenne comforts her by dripping ice into her mouth. 

Sapphire is placed on her hands and knees while pierced while Cheyenne forces her to suck rubber cock and Irene teases her 
pussy with a vibrator. Irene cuts Sapphire's pantyhose off and proceeds to fuck her. 
 
Sexual Harassment Irene Boss invites Betka Schpitz to the Compound to partake in the training of a girl!  The girl is 

reprimanded for improper dress code, and has plenty of sexual fantasies on the porch thinking about 'what 
might have been' in the office. She does a poorly and surely job of serving Betka, and Betka has to take 
matters into her own hands and discipline the girl! Betka and Irene go out for the evening, and return to the 
studio to find the girl has fallen asleep with the scrub brush in her hand. The kitchen scene consists of food 
humiliation, crush fetish, dunking, and sexual strap on training! Witness suspension, spitting, whipping, 

vibrator play, caning, and flogging.  
 

The female disciplinary manual  
The Boss and Claudia tag team whisper, who was caught being naughty again, and was soundly disciplined 
in this classic schoolroom fantasy. Over the knee bare bottom spanking, tawsing, paddling, and spanking are 
just a few of the CP delights that await you.  
 

The taming of Bess The kitchen gets smashed to smithereens as Irene shows the new girl who's Boss. Anastasia grabs Bess 
and gives her an over the knee spanking! There is double and two-handed flogging, pussy cropping, 
electricity, spanking, nipple play, gagging, and electro-hypnotherapy. Anastasia cruelly tortures Bess’s 
nipples. Bess is taken to the schoolroom and receives a birching from the Mistresses while she is strapped 
over the punishment box and some intense tickle torture. Bess is straight jacketed, and you hear her recite 
her house rules (voice-over) while watching her squirm. 

 
For Women only Whisper has been told that must shine Irene's costume to perfection, from the tips of her toes to the top of her 
mask. Whisper is then placed in liquid latex on a steel bed for nipple and genitorture with clothespins, crops and paddles, before 
being placed in bondage on the floor to sexually service Irene. Whisper is restrained in the sit sling suffering unbearable hot wax 
torture. Mistress Antoinette and Irene laugh and encourage her. Antoinette tortures the slave girl with breast smothering, pussy 
cropping and tit torture. She wears a dildo gag and her face is put to good use.  
 
Breaking the rules  
Mistress Antoinette's video debut at the Compound. Irene shares her girl toy for some inescapable bondage, tit torture, face 
sitting, breast smothering, breast worship, and deep kissing with the slave girl - who is unable to move - enduring intense 
torture.  
 

Rubber Grlz The scene opens with extreme tickle bondage in the sit sling in the chapel room (jail cell area) 
and progresses into a good old fashioned over the knee spanking and leads to the Gothic Dungeon. This was 
the slave girl's first time in a tight rubber cat suit. Double flogging, caning, bondage, upside down suspension, 
bullwhipping.  
               
                                                    ***GS Fetish and medical role play*** 

 
Sound, Cane and Saline Solution! Leather Domina Doctor Boss gets diabolical! He is strapped down to the leather bondage 

chair with a gag, hood and mitts. His C&B is placed in the erection zapper to be made soft for the sound 
checkup! His nipples are callipered and stretched in a predicament. In between each cock hole stretching he is 
made soft again with the Wartenburg wheel. The sounds go up in size! Irene changes into a rubber bra and 
tight black pants. The slave's nipples are placed in bipolar electric nipple clamps and he goes into a straight 
jacket with a hood and gag. He is bound on the leather bondage couch and his scrotal sac is inflated with 

saline. Later the saline will migrate into the shaft of his cock, making it appear quite swollen and huge. Scene 3 - It's time for 
corporal discipline with a variety of canes. Mistress in black rubber corset, sexy shimmering pantyhose, stockings, and high 
heels. Superb close ups!  
 

 Vanessa's Electrical Education Meet Vanessa! She had been watching too much TV again and needed to be 
"reprogrammed", so when the Rimba company decided that MIB Productions (BossDVD.Com) should film an 
electrical commercial for their toy business, Irene was just too happy to put Vanessa through her paces in this 
electrical educational endeavor. Irene demonstrates many new electrical devises by the rimba company and lots of 
toy attachments too. All her naughty bits are explored. The experiments were a success and Vanessa is all better 
now thanks to kinky Dr. Rubber Boss and Rimba! 
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The Asylum Of Dr. Boss / The English Patient (Double Feature) 
Irene Boss and Madame Nadine and presenting Vanessa A beautiful young girl, amnesia stricken, 
disoriented and delusional, is found by the side of the road and is brought to the "special hospital" for 
women. Dr. Boss and her assistant nurse Madame Nadine, (aka Cockmommie), are on duty this night. 
After a brief diagnosis and visual inspection, Dr. Boss and her nurse waste no time in administering a 
heavy dose of "in-patient" insanity. Procedures include a vaginal and anal finger exam, Nova Pro 

therapy, electrified metal probing of both orifices with vibrator assistance, and strap-on therapy with violet wand electroshock 
treatment. Throughout her exam, the troubled lass seems to be imagining all sorts of things, like inappropriate behavior and 
language coming from nurse Nadine and frequent molestation visitations from "Fucker" the clown. Nasty nurse Nadine also 
decides to give the unstable girl an examination of her own, when Dr. Boss is out, complete with more fingering and rectum 
temperature taking. Not responding to the "malpractice" as hoped, Dr. Boss decides that the patient needs to be sent elsewhere 
for "special treatment". Find out just what that "special treatment is! The English Patient The famous British masochist 
"Stephen Paine" has flown across the pond for another visit to the Compound, and has entered the medical chambers of the evil 
Dr. Boss where one flies over the cuckoo's nest! Buck up and tally ho - it's time for your physical. You can look all you like, but 
don't touch. The cleavage of Irene is simply unbelievable! She is a tease in red rubber nurse attire with pantyhose and high 
heels, just so you can get yourself into trouble. Down boy! The impatient patient is laced into supple black leather bondage mitts 
and put to bed. The clothespins come out. His nipples, arms, face, ears, legs and cock are cruelly covered in a porcupine 
fashion. Irene taunts him with mock motherly sympathetic tones. His legs are spread and the swearing begins. He is gagged for 
much of the sequence. 
 
The Irene Boss Stimulus Package  

What's wrong little brother? Has the economy got you in the doldrums? Need a little stimulus? Well 
loosen up that belt my droogs because it's time for a little of the old ultra violet "Irene Boss Stimulus 
Package". Here's what can happen at the Compound. (Extended vacations for businessmen are 
possible.) You may be placed in...predicament bondage with a cbt parachute. You might endure a 
silicon vibrating electric butt plug, electric metal cock rings, electro pads, electric bi polar nipple 
clamps, various electric metal butt plugs, electro sex gloves, multiple electric silicon cock rings, 
leather electric cbt sheaths, and many boxes by Rimba, Folsum, Pleasure Tech, and Erostech. Irene 

in a grey rubber catsuit and boots. Va va voom and wowie zowie! Special thank you to footsucker for "manning up". 
 
 
The Evil Dr. Boss Scene 1: Examination of man-whore begins with the thing slung up and bound to the suspending chains, 
with both busty Evil Dr. Boss and sadistic nurse Kat at either end. Irene sprays the man-cunt with perfume in an attempt make 

the preposterous procedures more enjoyable, and then dilates the stinky slot with a small metal toy, while breast 
enlargement takes place with vacuum cups. Nipple grabbers follow with horrific howling from the helpless he-
bitch. Double electric butt toys follow into the hungry hole as Mistress Kat applies grotesque garish make up to 
the wanna-be bitch. Next, electro shock to the clitty in preparation for a good solid caning by the two ladies. 
Scene 2: Nurse Kat dons the vampire gloves to administer a much needed pricking of the bitch's already sore 
breast area. Dr. Boss inserts yet another larger electric metal toy into this bottomless pit of an ass. Irene then 
places an electric cock ring over the whore's tiny business and shocks to shrinkage. She paddles the feet of the 

doofus-like damsel. Nurse Kat experiments on the bitch with violet wand touch-shock therapy as the Dr. inserts another very 
large electric metal cone shaped ass toy into the cramped canal. Another round of breast augmentation is performed! 
Elastration is the applied to the worthless worm - ouch!!! Forceps to the nipples end this scene with ridiculous hoots and howls 
from the whore. Scene 3: Tandem piercing has been prescribed, and is administered. More corporal with caning ensues, and 
then a final exam with various speculums, a partial fisting and a gaping rear view to remember. Irene wears a studded leather 
mask, shiny metal spiked corset, metal T-back, shear see through body suit and knee high front laced leather boots. Nurse Kat 
in red and black leather eye mask, red and black rubber corset, black spandex pants and red thigh high front laced leather 
boots. Hot hot hot!!! The doctor is IN.  

 
Thirsty Shocked Toilet In the new medical room at the Compound, Domina Irene Boss is showing Mistress 
Shane the new equipment, including a slave who has been positioned on the hospital bed for their devious 
pleasures. The Ladies teases in tight rubber outfits and pantyhose. He is bound and repeatedly shocked with 
violet wands and many different electrical attachments. The slave is moved to the examination table where his 
head is enclosed in a plexi glass potty chair while Irene has her way with him and Mistress Shane zaps away. The 

final scene features Mistress Shane seated on a potty chair over the slave's face while Irene takes a turn. Mischievous, devious, 
and just plain mean! 
 
The Examination Of Little Red Riding Hood Part 1 This little bitch "get's it" 10 ways to Sunday on the OBGYN table in the 
Gothic room. Lots of pre-dick-a-ment bondage, spitting, gags, Electricity, CBT, ass play and GS. A garter belt with crotch high 
stockings dominates his pathetic manhood. Watch me use the "man-go". (Female prosthetic). Many scenes are split screen. 
 

A visit to Dr. Boss Irene Boss and slut raymond. A cameo appearance by Mistress Kat. A very heavy 
medical/spanking scene. Featuring enemas, dildo training, spitting, catheterization, slapping, very extreme 
spanking, and a golden shower. Extremely verbal throughout. Irene has short brown hair, and wears a tight 
white leather corset and high heels. Very bitchy attitude towards the patient.  
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jayne's sex change Are you a sissy? Then get this video so you can tour the Compound! Mistress 
Morgana, Mistress Anastasia and the Boss decide to teach jayne a lesson by taking turns raping 'her' mouth 
for a full 15 minutes in the dark lobby. jayne is forced to sit on a metal spike mat while she sucks the strap 
ons. Next sassy jayne is taken upstairs where 'she' is forced to strip in front of all 3 Mistresses and change 
into a new outfit (jayne is forced to change 3 times during the video). Jayne is placed standing in the middle 
of the room, fastened with 'her' arms in the air and legs spread. The Ladies make 'her' watch with virtual 

reality glasses, while 'she' takes some heavy corporal, cbt, and nipple play. The 'sex change' begins, with some intense 
cleaning to 'wash away the man'. jayne's tittie size is increased with a cupping set during her 'pregnancy' and 'period'. There is 
much nipple play and cbt. 5). Gothic Dungeon: jayne's 'treatment' ends in the sit sling, while the 3 Ladies take turns with 'her' 
poor pussy, and verbal admonishment ensues through out. 
Let it rain Princess Kali, Mistress Kat and Irene Boss. Ding dong pouring champagne for the Ladies. While he is catching gnats 

which are attracted to the sweet smelling champagne (it was a warm rainy summer day) the Ladies verbally 
humiliate him. The Ladies drink and the burping begins. They are dressed like Ladies, though there is 
nothing Ladylike about their behavior. Mistress Kat applies makeup to Ding dong, and then Irene bends him 
over the punishment box for a single tail whipping. The action moves into the gothic dungeon where Ding 
dong is lectured. 
 
Water boy begins his adventure mummified in saran wrap on the hospital bed in the Compound's medical 
room. Mistresses wear black body stockings, lingerie, top hats, and military hats. Irene begins by doing GS 
right in the slaves face. Sarcastic humor directed right at you, about how you fantasize about sucking a big 
beautiful dick. The slave is forced to eat his own stuff too. There is some smothering and much forced strap 
on sucking. After intense armpit worship, the first potty chair comes out and a special gag and funnel are 

attached to his head. Clear plastic hoses are attached to an enema bag, and holy water flows into his plastic cocoon while he is 
ridiculed. He sucks on Irene's panties as a gag. He is strapped into another potty chair wearing his special gag to brave Niagara 
Falls, and is forced to consume his cumcocktion. Now that's a toilet!      
Dr. Boss  

Mistress Anastasia and Irene Boss dominate little 'Suzie' with some alternative therapies. Very bizarre and 
humiliating! Inflatable enemas, cascade emema, strap on play, spiting, surgical steel sounds, DT, 
catheterization, electro play and 2 diabolical GS in 2 different chairs.  
 
 

 
 
More information about DomBoss.Com! Benefits: DVD sales, thousands of video downloads, photographs, guest galleries, 
hundreds of stories (many styles of writing), and enlightening interviews! Personal information is kept in the strictest of 
confidence. The Dom Boss promises original content from an internationally acclaimed private Fem Dom studio. There are 
exciting International Dominas doing mischievous things you won't see anywhere else! You will see and read kinky exploits from 
my BDSM relationships with submissive and masochistic exhibitionists. The site has been collecting data since 1994. There are 
literally thousands of hours of video content and thousands of high resolution images, as well as writing.  
We make films containing... Amazons, Enemas, Ball kicking, DSM (Bondage and Discipline / Sadism and Masochism), Bullwhipping, CBT: Cock 
& Ball Torture, CP: Corporal Punishment (Includes spanking OTK, paddling, whipping and caning) Canine / Equestrienne, CFNM, Cigars, 
Corsets, Cross dressing, Crush, Dildo gags, Dildo training, Domestic Discipline, Dominance and Submission, Electrical (Electro), Exhibitionism, 
Face Sitting, Feet, Forced bi, Forced Feminization, Fuck Machines, Hoods, Humiliation, Huge Insertions, Intergenerational D/s scenes (great 
age differences), Interracial DS scenes (different races), Latex, Leather, Legs, Medical, NIP (Nude in Public), Nipple torture, Oral sex (Female / 
female), Panties, Panty hose encasement, Piercing, Pony Play, Power Exchange, Sensory Deprivation, Blow up Sex Dolls, Shoes, Single tail 
whips, Signal whips, Smoking, Smothering, Spanking, Spitting, Sploshing, Stockades, Suspension, Tickling, Trample, Transvestites, 
Transsexuals, Torture, Uniforms, Wet and Messy and Wrestling!  
The member's area features famous International Ladies!  
Our films, web movies, and photographs feature Madame Nadine - Pittsburgh Pennsylvania USA, Natali Demore - Los Angeles California USA, 
Porshe Lynn - Phoenix Arizona USA, Mistress Precious - Houston Texas USA, Sabrina Belladonna - Los Angeles California USA, Lady Sage - 
Columbus Ohio USA, Mistress San - Denver Colorado USA, Madame Sarka - Prague Czechoslovakia Europe, Mistress Shane - Antwerp 
Belgium Europe, Mistress Simone - Chicago Illinois USA, Domina Skye - New York New York USA, Domina Snow - Columbus Ohio USA, Lady 
Tantalize - Atlanta Georgia, Mistress Thora Nang - Los Angeles California USA, Mistress V - Atlanta Georgia, Lady Victoria Frost - Pittsburgh 
Pennsylvania USA, Dom Lady X - Pittsburgh Pennsylvania USA, Mistress Xena - Chicago Illinois USA, Sublime Lady Amazon - Netherlands 
Europe, Goddess Amazon - Atlanta Georgia USA, Mistress Amrita - Tokyo Japan Asia, Mistress Anastasia - Pittsburgh USA, Mistress Anna 
Valentina - Los Angeles California USA, Mistress Antoinette - Tampa Florida USA, TV Mistress Astria - Lexington Kentucky USA, Lady Ayhla - 
Los Angeles California USA, Betka Schpitz - Portland Oregon USA, Mistress Brianna - Washington DC USA, Caroline Pierce - Henderson 
Nevada USA, Lady Cheyenne - Providence Rhode Island USA, Goddess Claudia - Pompano Beach Florida USA, Ms Coral Korrupt - 
Philadelphia Pennsylvania USA, Domina Danielle - New York New York USA, Domina Dante Posh - New York New York USA, Mistress 
Denetra - Scotland Europe, Mistress Ellen - San Diego California USA, Ember Burns - Portland Oregon USA, Mistress Eve Minax - Chicago 
Illinois USA, Mistress Fawn - Baltimore Maryland USA, Mistress Gemini - Los Angeles California USA, Goddess Genesis - Los Angeles 
California USA, Madame Ginger Fyredanzer - New York New York USA, Mistress Heather - Lexington Kentucky USA, Lady Hillary - Los 
Angeles California USA, Ilsa Strix - San Francisco California USA, Madame Ingrid Valkerie - Pittsburgh Pennsylvania USA, Kendra James - Ft. 
Lauderdale Florida, USA, TS Mistress Jeannine - Los Angeles California USA, Lady Jillian - Pittsburgh Pennsylvania USA, Princess Kali - 
Boston Massachusetts USA, Mistress Kat - Boston Massachusetts USA, Louise D - Chicago Illinois USA, Mistress Luna Sea - Charlotte North 
Carolina USA, Lady Marlon - Berlin Germany Europe, Maya Sinstress - Chicago Illinois USA, Mistress Morgana / AKA Bess - Pittsburgh 
Pennsylvania USA, Claudia Varin - New York, NY USA, Madame Christine  - Czech Republic Europe, Mimi Divine - Philadelphia USA, 
Countess Diane - Pittsburgh PA USA, TS Mistress Jeannine - Los Angeles CA USA, Mz Kara - Pittsburgh PA USA, switch Marnie - Los Angeles 
CA USA, switch spanky - Berlin Germany Europe, submissive whisper - Columbus Ohio USA, submissive angelica - England UK 
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Circle your choices Checks and MO payable to MIB Productions. POB 42430 Pittsburgh PA 15203 USA  
 
Order DVDs online at Shop.DomBoss.Com (secure server - no www in url!)  
 
DVD Order line (voicemail) 412 362 6883. Leave complete information about the titles you want, your name, mailing address, phone 
number, valid major CC, expiration date and security code. Speak clearly and slowly and leave the information twice.  
 
By mail - MIB Productions POB 42430 Pittsburgh PA 15203 USA 
 
Please write your first and last name and mailing address  ($10.00 shipping and handling) 
 
Please write below here…Your credit card number, expiration date and security code
 
Circle your choices! 
DVD 39.95 - Best of the Boss trailers (3 hours long)! 
DVD 39.95 - Best of the Boss Retro (1995 - 2005) 
DVD 39.95 - Takeover in Berlin 
DVD 39.95 - Beach House Bonanza Part 1 
DVD 39.95 - Beach House Bonanza Part 2 
DVD 19.95 - Punished in Paradise (short film) 
DVD 39.95 - Reprogramming at Residenz Avalon 
DVD 150.00 - Dom Con LA Box Set Volumes 1, 2, 3, and 4 (includes shipping and handling) 
DVD 39.95 - Good Vibrations  
DVD 39.95 - Hotel Hell  
DVD 39.95 - Terror in Tokyo  
DVD 39.95 - Caned, whipped, kicked and fucked!  
DVD 39.95 - The accidental gardener   
DVD 39.95 - The Mark of Amazon  
DVD 39.95 - A dog's day at the North Sea  
DVD 39.95 - Inside the masochistic circus  
DVD 39.95 - The Adventures of Johnny Utah  
DVD 39.95 - It’s Electric  
DVD 39.95 - Gimpy gets fingered 
DVD 39.95 - Irene Boss meets Ember Burns 
DVD 39.95 - Irene Boss meets Sabrina Belladonna 
DVD 39.95 - Irene Boss meets Ilsa Strix  
DVD 39.95 - Whipped by the Boss  
DVD 39.95 - Boss in Hollywood  
DVD 39.95 - Caning the Runaway 
DVD 39.95 - The Fetish Interrogation 
DVD 39.95 - The Spanish Inquisition 
DVD 39.95 - The Porsche Principle!  
DVD 39.95 - Executrix Punishments!  
DVD 69.95 - Goddess Claudia and the Hee Haw bitch (double feature)  
DVD 69.95 - Domestic Discipline Special! (double feature) 
DVD 39.95 - Chop sticks torture and domestic servitude 
DVD 69.95 - Employee Blues / Sent to the Boss (Double feature)  
DVD 39.95 - Unemployed by the Boss  
DVD 39.95 - Over Her Knee  
DVD 39.95 - Your appearance is in question  
DVD 39.95 - Morgana's Revenge  
DVD 39.95 - Irene Boss 1 and 2   
DVD 39.95 - Private Sessions Spanking  
DVD 39.95 - Katattack  
DVD 39.95 - Let’s be girls together!  
DVD 39.95 - Panty Boy  
DVD 19.95 - The Ring, the vase, the hand 
DVD 19.95 - The Twisted Sisters (short film) 
DVD 39.95 - Shaved by the Boss  
DVD 39.95 - Strictly CBT - The Pantyhose Prisoner   
DVD 69.95 - Tickle Spectacular! (double feature)  
DVD 79.95 - Foot Fun and Fumy fetishes Parts 1 through 3 (triple feature)  
DVD 39.95 - Tickle Treat Smell My Feet  
DVD 39.95 - The adventures of rubber bob  
DVD 39.95 - Irene Boss meets Mistress Denetra  
DVD 39.95 - The Boss’s bitch  
DVD 39.95 - Jayne’s addiction  
DVD 39.95 - Bondage and Tickling 
DVD 39.95 – Milked by the Ma’ams 
DVD 69.95 - Double Dante Posh Feature 
DVD 39.95 - Zapped by The Boss  
DVD 39.95 - Rope Bondage with Irene Boss and Madame Ingrid 
DVD 39.95 - X Marks the Spot  
DVD 89.95 - Private Sessions Triple feature!  
DVD 69.95 - Mistress Amrita - Authentic Japanese Rope (double feature)  
DVD 69.95 - Irene Boss meets Lady Cheyenne / Pig Boy (double feature)  
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DVD 39.95 - A hitch hiker's Guide to the Compound  
DVD 39.95 - The Best of BondCon  
DVD 39.95 - The Substandard Cocksucker 
DVD 39.95 - Untrainable Transfat (caught panty sniffer)!   
DVD 39.95 - Bondage Fantasy  
DVD 39.95 - Private Sessions Bondage 2 - The Gothic  
DVD 39.95 - The Substitute Whore  
DVD 39.95 - Whore Du jour 
DVD 99.95 - Edwina 4 back for more!  
DVD 39.95 - The Easter Egg Cunt   
DVD 69.95 - Butt Crack Pig Cake Fucker Parts 1 and 2 (double feature) 
DVD 39.95 - Pounded Cheerleader DVD 
DVD 39.95 - Jail Bait  
DVD 39.95 - Edwina returns  
DVD 39.95 - The Discount Whorehouse  
DVD 39.95 - Electric Cock Control 
DVD 39.95 - Electrical Debauchery Diabolique/Toilet during Electrical Storm!  
DVD 39.95 - The Lesson 
DVD 39.95 - Torturing the Sausage 
DVD 39.95 - Shocked. Bound, Burned, Branded and Pissed on! 
DVD 69.95 - Irene Boss meets Mistress Precious double feature 
DVD 39.95 - Guess Who’s coming to Mistress? 
DVD 39.95 - Internment at Studio Avalon 
DVD 39.95 - Bullwhipped Bastard 
DVD 39.95 - Branded by the Boss  
DVD 69.95 - S/M and Spanking double trouble!  
DVD 69.95 - Punished for Swearing Parts 1 and 2 (double feature)  
DVD 39.95 - Excruciating Experiences in CBT!  
DVD 39.95 - Hang out  
DVD 39.95 - Extreme Lessons in bullwhipping 
DVD 39.95 - Blood, Piss, and Tears  
DVD 39.95 - The demise of little Richard  
DVD 39.95 - The Unforgiven  
DVD 39.95 - Bullwhipped Tranny Bitch  
DVD 39.95 - The Claiming of orchid/whipping of john  
DVD 39.95 - Smoking Nuns  
DVD 39.95 - Extreme caning and whipping  
DVD 39.95 - The victim  
DVD 39.95 - Gang bang 
VHS   9.95 - Bossy teacher at the OWK   and VHS  9.95 - Extreme Electric Whipping  
DVD 39.95 - OWK American Style  
DVD 39.95 - Just between Girls 
DVD 39.95 - Mommie’s Home 
DVD 39.95 - Pleasing Miss Maya Sinstress 
DVD 39.95 - Let ‘em eat cock! 
DVD 39.95 - The Firey rule of Domina Snow 
DVD 39.95 - Thank you Erika! 
DVD 39.95 - Cry and Squirt for me! 
DVD 39.95 - The new girl  
DVD 39.95 - The Penetration of Angela   
DVD 39.95 - The Damsels of Dachau.   
DVD 69.95 - Rubber Dream (double feature)  
DVD 39.95 - The Korruption of Angela!  
DVD 39.95 - Don't eat the Candy  
DVD 39.95 - You don’t deserve a break today  
DVD 39.95 - The Initiation  
DVD 39.95 - Sexual Harassment  
DVD 39.95 - The female disciplinary manual  
DVD 39.95 - The taming of Bess  
DVD 39.95 - For Women only  
DVD 39.95 - Breaking the rules  
DVD 39.95 - Rubber Grlz  
DVD 69.95 - The Asylum Of Dr. Boss / The English Patient (Double Feature) 
DVD 39.95 - The Irene Boss Stimulus Package  
DVD 39.95 - Sound, Cane and Saline Solution!  
DVD 39.95 - Vanessa's Electrical Education 
DVD 39.95 - The Evil Dr. Boss  
DVD 39.95 - Thirsty Shocked Toilet  
DVD 39.95 - The Examination of Little Red Riding Hood 
DVD 39.95 - A visit to Dr. Boss   
DVD 39.95 - Jayne's sex change  
DVD 39.95 - Let it rain                                                                                                  
DVD 39.95 - Water boy  


